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Intuitive Eating Fundamentals - Monthly Q&A Podcast #24 
 
This transcript was taken from the spoken podcast episode, available at 
christyharrison.com/monthly-qa-library. While every possible effort has been made to 
provide a faithful rendering of this episode, some transcription errors may have 
occurred. 
 
 
Christy Harrison: [00:00:00] Hey there welcome to Episode 24 of the monthly Q and 
A podcast for Intuitive Eating fundamentals the May 2018 edition. I'm your host Christy 
Harrison and before I dive into answering your questions just my usual disclaimer that 
these answers are for informational and educational purposes only. And aren't a 
substitute for individual medical or mental health advice. Also just a quick 
announcement which is that next month's Q and A the June 1 will be a little bit late 
because I'm going on my honeymoon in late May and early June so be on the look out 
for the next episode probably in the second week of June and I'll be sending out an e-
mail and a Facebook post as well just to let you know when it's ready. And since it will 
be later than usual this month you'll also get a little longer to submit your questions. So 
just get your answers in or so just get your questions in rather by no later than June 5th 
and we'll answer them in the June Q and A.  
 
Question: [00:00:48] OK so the first question is from Module 1 and the person writes: 
I'm curious about what reasonable course goals might be beyond just doing an extra 
week of a certain module. Other ideas?  
 
Answer: [00:00:59] Yes so great question. I would say some goals that you could have 
for the course might be starting to challenge diet talk around you. Like starting to 
challenge other people when they're talking about diets and weight loss and eating 
disorder staffer you know disordered eating stuff in front of you. Doing the self 
compassion meditation everyday is a really good one because self compassion is a 
practice that takes work. It takes practice to get good at it. To get it really to become 
automatic. So I think doing that self compassion meditation from module one every day 
is a really good goal because it just helps instill a self compassionate voice in your head 
and helps you become more practiced and more versed at practicing self compassion. 
Doing the journal exercise for module 2 where you replace the Diet mentality thoughts 
with anti diet thoughts is also a really good one and I would say having a goal of doing 
that every day will get you really far. I think you know challenging those thoughts and 
creating some distance between yourself and those thoughts is incredibly powerful and 
is one of the keys to really recovering from those die mentality thoughts. So practicing 
that everyday I think is a really great goal too. Making peace with a particular food or 
set of foods you know you can have a goal like ok my Mount Olympus of you know fear 
foods is whatever. And by the time I get to module 13 I'm at least going to have tried 
that food and journaled about how I felt when I did it. Something like that.  
 
Answer: [00:02:28] You know so you want to create reasonable goals for yourself. 
You don't want to be like by the time I get to module 13 I'm going to be totally free from 
any issues with food. I'm not going to have any more disordered thoughts ever again 
like that might be a little bit too much to ask of yourself but you could say you know 
something like I want to have non disordered thoughts you know predominate my 
thinking so that more than half of the time I'm not thinking in a disordered way or 
whatever it is. You know so giving yourself some time to explore what might be 
reasonable goals for you I think is important too because everybody's journey is 
different. Everybody's history is different and everybody has different timeline for 
getting to peace with food. Starting to trust their bodies to being able to give up all the 
last vestiges of restrictive thinking. Everybody's journey is different. So think about 
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what might make sense to you in terms of timing for all this stuff and I think that that is 
really the key to you is individualizing it.  
 
Answer: [00:03:28] The last thing I would say as a potential goal is maybe you could 
make an agreement with yourself that you're going to throw yourself into the course 
material wholeheartedly and put any hopes of weight loss on the shelf for the whole 
duration of the course. Or you could make it you know for half the course or for a couple 
of weeks or whatever seems most doable for you. Because again everybody's different. 
But really being able to put yourself fully into this and immerse yourself in his intuitive 
eating space and put hopes of weight loss on the back burner. Put any behaviors 
geared towards weight loss on the back burner and just say you know I don't have to 
give this up completely yet because maybe that's a bridge too far. Which I talked about 
with Sophia Carter-Kahn in our latest episode of Food Psych. I think it's episode 153 or 
maybe 1 No. Yes 153. She talked about how she put hopes of weight loss on the shelf 
while she was healing her mental health and doing other things to help herself feel 
better and she didn't say I'm never going to try to lose weight again. I'm going to give 
up any dream of weight loss because it's really hard to do when you're coming from 
diet culture. It's really hard to give up that dream completely right away. But what you 
can do because you're in module one when you're asking this questions are you're very 
early in the journey. You can say I'm going to put it on the shelf for a designated period 
of time and if those thoughts pop up like oh I'm I really should not eat this because I 
need to lose weight can be like nope. You go back on the shelf thought I'm not going 
to listen to you. I've made this agreement with myself that I'm going to do this course 
throw myself into it. Really experiment with allowing myself full permission to eat 
allowing myself to reject the diet mentality. All that good stuff and I'm going to see 
where that takes me. So thank you for sharing thought. But you're going back on the 
shelf and I'll talk to you later. You know. So I think that's a really huge step and a huge 
goal to set for yourself and something that I would recommend everybody doing. 
Actually. Even if you're not in module one you know just make a pact with yourself that 
you're going to put weight loss efforts and hopes on the shelf for now.  
 
Question: [00:05:34] OK the next question is also from Module 1 from the same 
person who writes: I'm having trouble wrapping my brain around the fact that trusting 
my body and intuitive eating are the best thing for me but that my mother may have a 
slightly different approach that works better for her. In my early 20s I participated in a 
disordered eating support group that really emphasized trusting your body and the 
body's natural Setpoint Weight and these things helped me become a fairly peaceful 
eater for many years. My weight also slowly went down as the years went by. I got used 
to being at a lower weight and kind of got attached to it as well. So when my weight 
started to creep up when my husband and I moved to a new home. I hate moving and 
started trying to have a baby. I started to trust my body less as opposed to more and re 
triggered my diet binge cycle. Your program is helping me realize how I got off track for 
what had been working for me for so many years. Thank you for that. But here's the 
thing. In the past few years as I have gotten a lot off track with my own eating and 
outlook my mother has participated in a medically supervised weight loss program that 
seems to have dramatically improved some health problems she had. Specifically she 
suffers from scoliosis and was told she would need to have a rod placed in her back and 
her entire spine fused in order to address the debilitating nerve pain she was having 
having the surgery would have meant she could never been bend her spine ever again. 
But through doing this medically supervised program she has lost a lot of weight and 
most importantly has significantly lessened the pressure on her spinal cord so that her 
doctor no longer recommends the spine fusion surgery. She also seems really happy for 
the first time in years and is more mobile than she's been in 15 years. She's been losing 
and or maintaining her weight loss for about five years so it's not a flash in the pan. 
She's not doing intuitive eating but she's doing something that I believe works for her. 
Any thoughts on how I can honor her own experience and choices while also carving 
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out my own path.  
 
Answer: [00:07:18] Oh yes. So this is really tricky and I'm sending a lot of compassion 
your way because I'm sure that this is you know challenging you and your relationship 
with food. So first thing I will say is to remember that the vast majority of people aren't 
able to lose weight and keep it off for more than five years. Somewhere on the order of 
95 to 98 percent of folks cannot do that. Which makes total sense from a survival 
standpoint by the way because our bodies are really designed not to sustain intentional 
weight loss or any kind of weight loss long term because that meant famine and death 
for our ancestors. And so we're really programmed not to lose weight in any sustained 
way. So your mom might be one of those unicorns in a 2 to 5 percent of people who 
can sustain weight loss long term. Or she could be on the verge of regaining all the 
weight we lost. We don't know because you said she was either losing or maintaining 
weight in that five years but it could have been you know losing for a couple 
maintaining and now it's on the way back up. We don't know. Right. So that's not to 
denigrate her experience or anything like that but that's just to say you never know 
what's going to happen with someone's weight long term and it really is unlikely for 
people to lose weight and keep it off in any sustained way. And with those unicorns in 
the two to five percent of people who do lose weight long term many of them often find 
that it gets harder and harder to maintain weight loss as the years go on. I've worked 
with a number of them in my private coaching programs and in this online course and 
found that you know people really it's not easy. And people often have to use really 
disordered means to maintain weight loss like counting calories compulsively 
exercising things like that. And remember that the vast majority of people's bodies 
won't sustain intentional weight loss even with those disordered behaviors. So that 
bears saying here because it's not like they're only losing weight and sustaining the 
weight loss because of those disordered behaviors. It's the disorder behaviors in 
combination with a genetic fluke or an evolutionary fluke in their body that allows some 
rare people to continue to endure under conditions of prolonged starvation whereas 
the rest of us would just go into starvation mode our bodies would end up regaining the 
weight. And you know that would be the end of it. Right. So I know a number of those 
unicorns like I said from working with them as one on one clients or having them in this 
course. And they've told me that the mental health toll that it was taking for them to 
maintain the weight loss had just become too much for them to bear. And that's why 
they were seeking help. So even when people can maintain it long term oftentimes the 
tradeoffs are not in their favor. And they realize my whole life is organized around 
maintaining this weight loss because that's really what it is and the research we see that 
people who've lost weight and maintained a weight loss for five years are more often 
are just obsessed with it and that's all that they do with their time. That's all they talk 
about that's all they think about. That's you know a good portion of their day is devoted 
to food and body and calculating and all of that. So a lot of people find that even if they 
quote unquote succeed at maintaining intentional weight loss the tradeoffs are not 
worth it for them. And so that's just to say like even if your mom is one of those unicorns 
who is maintaining intentional weight loss and will maintain it for a long time to come it 
might not be making her happy it might not actually be working for her like you say. 
You think it's working for her. I wouldn't just assume that. It sounds like she's probably 
really bought into diet culture's ideas about weight and that she believes it's a great 
thing that she lost the weight. And then of course you know there's the pressure on her 
back and not needing the surgery and stuff like that. Which is a big deal.  
 
Answer: [00:10:51] But unfortunately you know for most people whose bodies can't 
sustain intentional weight loss we know that those kinds of short term benefits don't 
last and that weight cycling is actually worse for people's health in the long run 
independent of body size meaning that losing and regaining weight especially 
repeatedly puts you at greater risk of heart disease and of death from all causes actually. 
So even if someone is you know getting relief from their joint problems from weight loss 
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the vast majority of cases it's not going to last. And it's going to put people's health at 
greater risk in the long run. So again your mom might be one of those unicorns in the 2 
to 5 percent who does maintain the weight loss and that's you know that might be OK 
for her. Maybe it's not taking its toll emotionally maybe she's able to have her life 
organized around food and body and not feel controlled by that and not feel obsessed 
by that or like not recognize that that is stealing her life. And so in that sense maybe it is 
fine for her but for you from what you went through with disordered eating and your 
own relationship with food and finding intuitive eating and feeling like you're clicking 
into it I think it sounds like Intuitive Eating is absolutely the better path for you. And that 
pursuing intentional weight loss like she did would did not lead to good mental health 
outcomes for you and probably not good physical health outcomes either because like 
most people I'm sure you weight cycle d  you yo yo dieted and that's not good for your 
physical health either.  
 
Answer: [00:12:23] The other thing that's not good for your physical or mental health 
that I want to highlight here is weight stigma. Weight stigma has been shown to be 
independently associated with worse health outcomes on a variety of measures and for 
people who internalize a lot of weight stigma which is rampant in our culture and very 
hard not to internalize the outcomes are the worst. So you know in your own case I 
would say work on eradicating that internalized weight stigma that you still have 
because it sounds like you still have a lot. Like you're still really worried about weight 
gain. You know you beat yourself up when you did end up gaining weight 
unintentionally when you had a bunch of life changes that of course would make your 
lifestyle very different. Or you know like our bodies change over the years. Right. So we 
can't just get attached to a certain body size because our bodies are always going to 
change. And so doing the work mentally for yourself to accept your body no matter 
what size it ends up I think is going to be really important. And a real key to having 
Intuitive Eating stick for you long term and have it not falling back into that diet binge 
cycle. And then you know thinking about your mom and her own internalized weight 
stigma it sounds like that was a real driver for her to seek out weight loss and it sounds 
like her doctor has a lot of weight stigma as well. I don't know her story. I mean I'm only 
knowing what you told me here but just the fact that her doctor was like we can only 
your only choices are to have your spine fused and never be able to bend your spine 
again or lose weight tells me that he's not really willing to work with larger bodies and 
that he doesn't really understand. I don't know if it's a he actually or maybe I'm just 
assuming but the doctor. They don't really understand the nuances of working with 
people in larger bodies and that there are some things that could be done maybe 
instead of you know that dramatic surgery or weight loss there's probably some things 
in between there and you know maybe if she'd gotten a second opinion from someone 
who has a health at every size informed physician the outcome could have looked very 
different. So you know again all that is not to judge your mom's choices or whatever 
she's like got body autonomy she's free to do whatever she wants with her own body 
of course. And it sounds like you're looking to just make peace with that. But I just want 
to give you some rationale to sort of fight through some of the internalized weight 
stigma that I see in your question which seems a little bit like you're glorifying her 
choices and you're glorifying the weight loss that she was able quote unquote to attain 
which is very normal and understandable in our culture and diet culture. But I just 
wanted to put some caveats there and you know give it to you with a grain of salt that 
just because she seems to have lost weight just because she seems to be keeping it off 
it seems to have these other health benefits to her doesn't mean that's necessarily the 
case and doesn't mean that's going to be the case for everyone who pursues 
intentional weight loss. In most you know 95 to 98 percent of cases the outcomes are 
very different than what she's experiencing and her outcome could be very different 
too if you talk to her again five years down the line. So I hope that helps. I hope that 
gives you a little bit of perspective. I don't want to come across as shaming her for her 
choices or anything like that but I'm trying to reinforce your own sense that like that's 
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not really right for you and that's not the quote unquote right path for people in 
general. That path is really fraught with a lot of peril and that she might be at risk of you 
know falling off that path just like so many other dieters do. Yes. So I hope that helps let 
me know if you have any follow up questions.  
 
Question: [00:16:01] The next question is from the general file and the person writes: 
The first question is that I feel like I have never really left the quote unquote honeymoon 
phase. I started trying to eat intuitively in earnest in September and it's not like I've 
eaten nothing but candy since then but I still find myself wanting previously forbidden 
foods and sometimes wanting those foods instead of a quote unquote real dinner. For 
instance I'll be like I don't want to cook anything and I just want to eat this entire bag of 
chips instead. I'm paying attention to how doing this makes me feel usually restless and 
not full. But it doesn't deter me from doing it again.  
 
Answer: [00:16:36] Yes. So first of all I would say it's totally fine to want previously 
forbidden foods. It's sounding a little bit from your question like you think you 
shouldn't want them anymore once the honeymoon phase is over and that's just not 
true. So actually you know it's a sign that you're holding on to some diet mentality. If 
you think you shouldn't be wanting previously forbidden foods at all anymore because 
the goal really with previously forbidden foods is that you still want them they're still 
pleasurable you still enjoy them and they're an option but they just don't have the kind 
of emotional pull that they once did when they were off limits. You know once you've 
fully made peace with them they'll just be another yummy option that you could eat if 
you wanted. And then the question is OK what do I really want in this moment. And it 
sounds like you're still making it off limits to have these foods in certain contexts as well 
like judging that it's quote unquote bad to have a bag of chips for dinner. And in that 
sense you're making them continue to be off limits in a very subtle way. It's like OK 
chips are fine except if I want to eat the whole bag which is still creating a bit of a sense 
of deprivation. It's still not full unconditional permission to eat. So what if instead of you 
know having it be bad or subtly off limits to have the bag of chips for dinner. What if you 
gave yourself full permission to eat a big bag of chips for dinner if you want it. You know 
how would that change your dynamic with them. And I know that probably brings up 
some resistance in you. So think about that resistance think about where that's coming 
from. Is there diet mentality tied up and that is our fear about weight gain is there fear 
about immediately hurting your health or something like that.  
 
Answer: [00:18:13] So you know think through that. Like what if you really gave 
yourself full permission unconditional permission to eat chips or any other food for 
dinner instead of dinner. If you want it. And then you know of course you can think 
about how it makes you feel right. If it if it's you know you're not entirely full and you're 
feeling restless. Well one thing you could do is have some more food if you're not 
entirely full. Right. You eat a bag of chips for dinner. It's like I'm not totally satisfied. 
What I really want is some cheese or what I really want you know along with this is like 
some meat or some you know whatever. Right tofu or something like add something 
that makes it a little more of a meal. That's one option you could do. You know if you're 
feeling restless like investigate that restlessness like what's that about. Is it because you 
want more and you're not allowing yourself more. Is it because you're beating yourself 
up and you're guilty about having eaten a bag of chips. You know so not just noticing 
how you feel as you know a sense of like oh I know I shouldn't do this again because I'm 
feeling restless and I'm not full which is sort of a shaming and deprivation tactic in a way 
because it's like see what did I tell you. You really should meet chips for dinner. You 
know it's a little bit. It's not full unconditional permission. It's kind of schoolmarmish to 
yourself. And so what if instead of doing that you're noticing OK I'm feeling restless I'm 
feeling not full. What can I do to help myself with those feelings you know. And so then 
you're coming from a sense of self care and abundance and doing the best you can with 
the situation you're in. And then later on you can think about OK like maybe that didn't 
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make me feel so great just chips for dinner. Can I make chips a part of my dinner and 
also have something else that's easy to cook or like can I get some frozen pizzas in the 
house or some burritos or you know something that I can just heat up easily that will be 
sort of a main component for dinner and then also have chips on the side. But you know 
also giving yourself full permission to eat a bag of chips for dinner if that's what you 
want or anything else a bag of whatever you know until you're full unsatisfied is is what 
this is all about. Because then ultimately like I said you're not going to just be eating 
bags of chips for dinner forever. Eventually you're going to make peace with them feel 
full permission to eat them and then be able to think OK what do I really want in this 
moment. What do I know what's going to make me feel good. What's going to make 
me feel satisfied and you know having pleasure and all that good stuff.  
 
Answer: [00:20:44] The other thing is I would say make sure that you're giving 
yourself enough options to eat those previously forbidden foods throughout the day as 
well because you know like chips for lunch or with lunch. I mean chips as a snack or 
whatever. Like other other previously urban foods with meals throughout the day or as 
snacks so that you're not like saving up special things for late in the day which is 
something that often happens with the diet mentality. You know it's like your quote 
unquote good for the whole day and then you binge at night. Right. Which is how like 
the diet culture and the diet mentality really sets you up to do that because you're 
depriving yourself all day. And so then mentally and physically you're feeling deprived 
and that can't last you know at a certain point something's got give. And so usually 
that's why people end up you know bingeing or eating the things that were quote 
unquote off limits or whatever. Late at night. So what if you changed the game with 
that. What if you said you know at lunch I'm going to have this previously forbidden 
thing. Snacks I'm going to have these previously forbidden things I'm going to make 
peace with it throughout my day. So you're not just like saving it up for late in the day. 
And making sure you have pleasure throughout the day and enough to eat throughout 
the day in general like enough food so that you're actually satisfied and full at meals can 
really help reduce the feeling like you need to sneak it in at night. So hope that one 
helps.  
 
Question: [00:22:06] And the next question is also from the same person from the 
general file. They say: part two of my question is that I find myself judging myself on 
how often I get hungry. I eat a sturdy breakfast like oatmeal and peanut butter and I find 
that I'm still hungry just two hours later. I'm a teacher so I'm on my feet a lot but I still 
compare myself to my other co-workers who don't seem to snack as often as I do and I 
often feel embarrassed that I have to keep so many snacks on hand.  
 
Answer: [00:22:31] Oh my gosh. So first of all so much compassion for you. There's 
absolutely nothing to be embarrassed about with your hunger and snacking. That 
embarrassment and comparison to others is actually coming from the diet mentality 
because diet culture teaches us that it's quote unquote bad to be hungry and to satisfy 
our hunger but needing a snack a couple of hours after breakfast is totally normal. And 
you know the only reason you're thinking it's not the only reason you're feeling 
embarrassed about it is because of diet culture's messages. So I would really work on 
rooting those out. I don't know where you are on the course because this came in from 
the general file but if you go to module 2 and look at the Journal exercise on replacing 
the diet mentality thought with a, I put healthy thought in there because that was like 
two and a half years ago that I wrote this content and now I wouldn't say healthy any 
more because I don't really love that word. I would say anti diet thought so like diet 
mentality thought anti diet thought. But anyway regardless like whatever the language 
you're replacing these diet thoughts with something that is more compassionate more 
self compassionate more in line with Intuitive eating. So I would really work on that. 
And you know in this thought that you're embarrassed about having snacks like work 
that out.  
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Answer: [00:23:44] Look it. Do a little dialogue with yourself around what you're 
believing it means about you that you're having snacks and needing to have snacks and 
why that you know those beliefs actually aren't true and why they're coming from the 
diet mentality instead of reality. And then I don't know how you necessarily would 
know when your coworkers are snacking that's the other thing because they could be 
eating a snack quickly between classes in their classroom for example. Or they could go 
to the cafeteria to get something instead of going to the break room where you are or 
whatever right. They could be eating out of your view. And so you never really know 
when someone's eating a snack. Probably there are a lot more of them snacking than 
you realize and the ones who aren't might be locked in their own little secret battle with 
disordered eating and diet culture. You know you never really know what's going on in 
other people's relationship with food from the outside. So comparing yourself to other 
people in terms of your relationship with food often is not very productive and usually 
just results and feeling bad about yourself. The other thing is that you've also been 
through a lot in your relationship with food and it sounds like you still have some 
lingering diet mentality there. So it's really natural that your body would be on high 
alert for deprivation and you might be hungrier now than you will be years down the 
line. Years into your intuitive eating journey because your body is still recovering from 
that deprivation that you've been through. And it sounds like there's still some ongoing 
deprivation happening actually in the form of your own self judgment about hunger 
and the types of foods you eat. Because when you judge yourself about that stuff it tells 
your brain and your body OK we can't trust that this food is going to be available or that 
we're going to be allowed to have a snack whenever we need to have a snack. Because 
she's telling us that it's bad and that we're wrong for doing that. So there is deprivation 
coming so we better get ready. Right. That's what your body thinks when you send 
these messages when you you know absorb these messages from diet culture and 
repeat them to yourself again and again your body and your brain are like OK 
deprivation is coming it's around the corner even if right now we're allowed quote 
unquote to have these snacks. We're being told that it's bad so we can't trust that 
they're going to be there in the future and therefore we need to get them all in right 
now. You know there's a little bit of that mentality that's probably happening for you. 
So I would say give yourself time and space to recover from that. Allow your body and 
your brain to really trust that they will get what they need from you that you're not 
going to deprive them again and know that you absolutely have full permission to eat 
whatever you want whenever you want as much as you want. And that is a right that no 
one can take away from you.  
 
Question: [00:26:19] The next question is from module's six and the person writes: I 
feel like I'm making a lot of progress with eating intuitively. However I still have 
thoughts maybe about one or two a day that still quote unquote reasons my eating or 
what I quote unquote should eat. For example I'm a bit hungry mid afternoon but I 
know I've got a carb centric dinner coming up so I'll try to reason myself out of having a 
pastry or bun to snack on. I probably will still eat it and not beat myself up. But are there 
any practical activities I can do to express self compassion.  
 
Answer: [00:26:49] Yes so that's a great question and it definitely sounds like you 
could use a dose of self compassion there. I think talking back to those voices is the best 
approach and it sounds like you're already doing that which is great. It sounds like you 
still have this lingering diet mentality thought that tells you carbs are quote unquote 
bad and that you shouldn't have quote unquote too many of them right. I think that's 
probably where this sense that you shouldn't eat something with carbs before a carb 
centric dinner comes from. And so I would really push back against that. I would do the 
exercise in module two around replacing the diet mentality thought with an anti diet 
thought right. A more intuitive thought and challenge challenging those thoughts with 
the reminder that your brain really runs on carbs and your body needs them to feel 
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energized and satisfied you need adequate carbs to function. And there's absolutely 
nothing wrong with them like diet culture has demonized them. This is the sort of 
dietary nutrient du jour that we're demonizing in this day and age. Before in the 80s 
and 90s it was fat. You know it's been. Maybe it'll be protein at some point. This day 
and age you know in this day and age it's carbs but it's just diet culture. It's not that's 
not actually reality. You don't need to worry about carbs diet culture has demonized 
them but you're no longer under the sway of diet culture and you don't have to listen to 
that. So you know remind yourself of that and also remind yourself that you have full 
permission to eat what you really want whenever you really want it. And if it's a pastry 
you want than a pastry you shall have. Right. You really are allowed full permission to 
eat. Unconditional permission to eat what you want. Much later on in the course. 
Because you're only in module 6 so you're like less than halfway through. Much later on 
you can think about how different foods might help fuel you and sustain you for 
different purposes or activities and integrate that into how you make choices. But for 
right now I would just not even think about that just you know thinking about that stuff 
is actually going to bring up the diet mentality again probably because it's very 
interconnected. The thought of like oh I shouldn't have that. Because you know you 
might be like I should have something with protein because I want to be sustained until 
dinner seems like a useful thought. Right. Except that it's actually coming from the diet 
mentality at this point. It's coming from the part of you that thinks you know quote 
unquote too many carbs are bad and that you shouldn't have them and whatever. So 
it's really important to push back against those thoughts and to dismantle them and 
stop listening to them stop acting on them. And so right now I think you just really need 
to go with what sounds good and check in with yourself about how satisfied you feel 
after eating it or whether you're still hungry whether you want something additional 
and use that to you know inform your choices. So I hope that helps and you absolutely 
do have full permission to eat buns and pastries and whatever you want whenever you 
want it.  
 
Question: [00:29:41] The next question is from Module 1 and the person writes: It's 
really hard for me not to think that eliminating certain foods from my diet will help me 
be healthier as age. I've followed so many doctors for so many years that recommend a 
certain way to eat. I do believe that quote unquote dieting is no longer an option for 
me. But it's hard and not hard not to think that some of these other ways of eating 
would be best. The answer you had for the person with PCOS really helped because I 
do know that certain foods do make me feel better than other foods using internal cues 
rather than external authorities.  
 
Answer: [00:30:13] So yeah this is kind of more of a comment than a question I guess 
or sort of a question but. Exactly right. Like internal cues rather than external authorities. 
I think that's totally the key. I will also say there's a new modern guise of diet culture 
that I call the wellness diet and that's what you're talking about with these supposed 
health gurus like these doctors. They all claim to be about quote unquote lifestyle 
change rather than dieting. They don't call what they're doing dieting but in fact that's 
absolutely what it is. Like following different ways of eating that are all about physical 
health. And don't pay any attention to mental health or your pleasure or your 
satisfaction or relationship with food are diets and so eliminating foods in general is a 
diet. Like eliminating gluten because you've heard it's bad for you not because you 
have celiac disease which is a genuine self care move to you know avoid gluten. We'll 
get to Celiac Disease shortly in the Q and A as well. But you know eliminating foods just 
because you've heard they were bad or some doctors said you would live longer if you 
cut them out. That's a diet. And really the only way not to be on one of these sneaky 
diets like the wellness diet is just to give yourself full unconditional permission to eat 
whatever you want whenever you want it. And then from that place like I just talked 
about in the last question from that place of total non judgment you can decide what it 
is you really want in that moment. And gentle nutrition can absolutely be a part of that 
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equation in the later stages of intuitive eating. But early on the real focus is rejecting the 
diet mentality and making peace with foods that you once considered off limits so that 
you can actually come back to gentle nutrition from a place of self care rather than a 
place of self-control rather than a place of diet culture. And you're only on module one 
so you have so many modules to go in the course before we even get to talking about 
nutrition that comes in module 11.  
 
Answer: [00:32:04] And I do that on purpose because nutrition information is so tied 
up with diet culture that it's easy for it to turn into another sneaky form of dieting until 
you've really done the work to kick diet culture out of your mind and diet culture as it 
shows up in your mind is what I call the diet mentality. So you know you've got to kick 
the diet mentality to the curb really fully and truly and deeply before you can come back 
to thinking about nutrition in a way that's not going to collude with a diet mentality and 
make you feel bad about yourself. So I hope that helps. You'll definitely kind of see 
more what I mean about this is as time goes on in the course but really work right now 
on just rejecting the diet mentality and all the principles and the early stage of the 
course and try to put nutrition on the back burner just like I was talking about earlier 
with putting hopes of weight loss on the back burner. You really need to put thoughts 
of nutrition and thoughts of weight loss on the backburner because those are coming 
from diet culture. Our fears and our understanding of nutrition in general is conditioned 
by diet culture and our you know ideas about weight gain and fears of weight gain or 
desire for weight loss is absolutely from diet culture. And so you really need to just put 
those aside and try to learn another way try to reorient your mind on another path that 
doesn't have anything to do with diet culture before you come back to the concept of 
gentle nutrition. And with weight loss we just leave it on the backburner for ever. You 
know that's the goal.  
 
Question: [00:33:31] Next question is from module 1. The person writes: Hi Christy. 
I've been a longtime fan of Food Psych and I'm loving this course already. I started 
listening a few years ago when I was coming out of residential treatment for an eating 
disorder. Since then I have physically and mentally continued to grow and strengthen 
my recovery. I've taken the time to stick to my quote unquote recovery meal plan that I 
was following in my Ph.D. program. Which is partial hospitalization program. And after 
my after a few years and baby steps I feel like this is the appropriate time for me to 
begin my intuitive eating journey. I have grown in eliminating restriction around certain 
foods. I have a few snacks and three meals and I'm able to challenge foods that cause 
me to feel guilty. Here's the problem. The plan that once gave me structure is starting 
to feel like a diet. While it has plenty filling my OCD based eating disorder has grabbed 
on to using measuring caps to measure out quote unquote appropriate portion sizes 
and saying that going outside of my meal plan would be quote unquote bingeing or 
that I need to have X amount of carbs fats and protein and a meal no more no less. How 
do I get these thoughts out of my head. Any tips on ditching the measuring both 
physically and mentally. I know it seems like a kind of a silly question. Like just stop 
using them. But it feels a lot harder than that.  
 
Answer: [00:34:42] So yeah I'm sending so much compassion your way. Thank you 
for asking this question and recovering from an eating disorder is a huge feat. And it 
sounds like you really went through a lot. So I want to give you a lot of kudos and 
compassion for for getting to this point in your recovery. It does sound like you're 
eating disorder is getting a hold of this recovery meal plan and turning it into a diet and 
I can assure you that you do not need to measure out your portion sizes with measuring 
cups. That eating more than your meal plan is not bingeing and that you absolutely 
don't need to be that strict about your macronutrients. So I wonder if maybe those 
behaviors flared up when you started challenging your food rules and making peace 
with foods that used to be off limits because that is actually really common thing to have 
happen. It's really normal for an eating disorder to shape shift like that. And these 
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thoughts might be a response to your having let go of some of the other eating disorder 
rules that you were holding onto. So I would think about that. You know when did this 
pop up. And can you talk to talk yourself through letting go of these rules just like you 
did letting go of the rules about certain kinds of foods. As you mentioned also for 
someone with an eating disorder that got so bad that it required residential treatment 
it's often not that easy to just stop using those behaviors. Right. And I'm sure you've 
already tried letting them go on your own you probably wouldn't be asking the 
question if you hadn't although if you haven't really given it a shot I would say you could 
try not measuring anything for just a day or even just one meal and see how that affects 
you see how you react to that and making baby steps towards letting go of measuring it 
more and more meals and more snacks if you're able to tolerate that.  
 
Answer: [00:36:23] But I would also check back in with your outpatient treatment 
team and tell them about these behaviors. And I think it would be great to work with an 
eating disorder informed Intuitive Eating dietitian for a while to support you in letting 
go of those behaviors and working through the course. So hopefully you still have 
someone like that on your treatment team if not you can go to IntuitiveEating.org the 
website and search for the certified intuitive eating counselors. Look in a certified 
counselors directory for someone near you. And I think also working with a therapist is 
really important who can support you in the mental health side of things because 
sometimes challenging those last stages of an eating disorder can bring up a lot of 
really deep stuff. And so you can test it yourself by challenging yourself like I'm going to 
not measure and I'm going to not count macronutrients and I'm going to not judge 
myself for bingeing at this one meal or for this one day if that seems doable and I gonna 
see how I react and if my mental reaction is really intense and I feel like I'm spiraling 
really badly I'm going to reach out to my therapist and I'm going to make an 
appointment before I try any more challenges like that. You know. So so get yourself set 
up for success by having your treatment team on your side and you can absolutely work 
on this stuff and try challenging yourself you know step wise like I said starting with one 
meal or one snack or one day and then going forward from there. But I have a feeling 
that probably you're going to have some negative reactions come up from your eating 
disorder. It's like last gasps of effort to keep you stuck. And so having your treatment 
team by your side with that is really going to be important.  
 
Question: [00:38:04] Next question is from the general file and the person writes: Hi 
Christy. Thanks for all that you do. I'm not sure that I would be where I am today in this 
journey if it wasn't for you. So thank you. I'm up to module 4 but I'm working through 
things slowly as I have a long history of disordered eating. The last few months I've 
been experimenting with my quote unquote bad foods and have found that I'm giving 
myself permission to eat them whenever I want and the guilt is decreasing. However 
the last few weeks I feel like I am declining in my health. I'm feeling tired and lethargic. I 
got a cold sore which disgusts me and I've been getting back pain and shoulder pain as 
I have not been moving or exercising as much. All in all it's bringing up feelings that this 
is not working for me and that I need to start eating healthier and exercising more. 
Otherwise my health will decline. Have you got some words of wisdom for me so I can 
get back on track and slip and don't slip back into the diet mentality. Thank you.  
 
Answer: [00:38:52] So first of all I want to say great work on taking it slow with the 
course and challenging yourself with the formerly off limits foods that's amazing. In 
terms of the health outcomes you're experiencing. One of the things I would say to 
push back on what's going on for you is to let you know that one of diet cultures big 
ways of showing up at this point in history is to make people panic about the food they 
eat and you know make them think that it's having immediate negative effects on their 
health. That's the wellness diet which I was talking about earlier and it sounds like that 
might be what's happening for you here. So I would really explore the role that the diet 
mentality is playing in your belief that these issues are caused by food and really look at 
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what else is going on in your life because oftentimes people attribute things to food. 
And in fact there's so much else in your life that is actually the cause or the contributing 
factor to this issue. So for example maybe you've been stressed out or have you been 
staying up later recently. Or have you had any other life changes that could be 
contributing to your tiredness or have you had a cold like you you know been under the 
weather had a virus that would explain both the tiredness and the cold sore. Actually 
that would explain the soreness in your muscles as well because that can cause aches 
and pains. You know. You mentioned that you've been working on making peace with 
food for several months and it sounds like you had a few more months before that of 
working through the course the earlier modules in the course. So it seems really unlikely 
that this period of feeling under the weather for a couple weeks is due to your eating.  
 
Answer: [00:40:23] I think a lot more likely is other factors going on in your life and it 
seems like it's also a very short term and temporary right it's happened for a couple 
weeks but give it some time. You know if it is a virus it's gonna come and go in that time 
and you're going to feel better. I want to just remind you that food has so much less 
bearing on health than the wellness diet makes it out to be. And there's this widespread 
cultural belief these days that food is medicine that's really coming from the wellness 
diet and it's incredibly problematic because the quote unquote food is medicine 
belief's suggests that continuously making the right you know quote unquote food 
choices will heal or prevent all ills and that eating certain kinds of foods will inevitably 
harm our health and not just is not borne out by the scientific evidence. Research really 
disproves that belief by showing us that to be in good physical health people don't 
need to cut out processed foods or sugar and that weight stigma is actually a bigger 
determinant of health than weight itself or then actual eating habits and that blows 
people's minds when they're coming from diet culture and the wellness diet but it's 
actually true. There's research on this now for more on all of that you can check out my 
recent blog post on the wellness diet at ChristyHarrison.com/thewellnessdiet and I 
linked to some research about how weight stigma is actually a bigger determinant of 
health and people's eating habits.  
 
Answer: [00:41:46] In terms of the back pain in the shoulder pain. I also would not 
jump to attribute that pain to lack of movement because again that's the diet mentality 
at work. So like I said before the pain could definitely be related to having a cold or 
another virus since those can often cause muscle aches and joint pain or the pain and 
the stiffness and stuff in your shoulders and back could be caused by stress maybe the 
same stress that's causing you not to sleep as well at night and to have a cold sore 
outbreak. So you can see that there's lots of other potential explanations for what's 
going on for you other than your food and our brains are just so wired to jump to food 
as the original you know as the main culprit because that's what the wellness diet has 
indoctrinated us into. But actually a lot of these other explanations are much more likely 
and in fact often physical activity actually causes more back and shoulder pain. That's 
certainly been my experience and a lot of people I've worked with too because using 
those muscles causes a buildup of lactic acid in the muscle that is what causes soreness. 
So in any case I would not jump to blame that pain on lack of exercise and there are 
some just gentle movement things you could do to help your back and shoulders feel 
better but it's not about intense movement. You know it's like you could stretch you 
could do a few stretches you could have someone give you a massage or do self 
massage. You could take an Epsom salt bath which has nothing to do with movement 
which is a nice way to relax your muscles or you could do you know a little shoulder rolls 
to help release tension. But all of those things would just be for self care and to feel 
better not to quote unquote workout. So you know quote unquote working out or 
intense structured physical activity usually actually puts more strain and stress and 
causes more soreness in the back and shoulders and gentle movement could you know 
very gentle movement like massage or stretching or rolling your shoulders could help 
things feel better from a place of self care. So again I just want to say like all the stuff that 
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you're attributing to lack of movement and to eating differently there's a lot more likely 
causes that are happening elsewhere in your life that have nothing to do with food or 
movement. And so just really recognize the role that the diet mentality in diet culture 
play in having us jump to blaming food and movement choices and work to stop doing 
that to yourself. Anytime you start to have a thought like oh I'm eating differently and it 
must be why I'm feeling X Y and Z. I would look at all the other things in your life 
happening that have nothing to do with food and movement first and then you know 
maybe come back to thinking about that. But I think especially in the early stages of 
intuitive eating it's so likely for people to jump to blaming their food and movement 
choices that usually something else is the culprit.  
 
Question: [00:44:35] Next question is also from the general file. The person writes: I 
suffer from an underactive thyroid but I have not been diagnosed with Hashimoto's or 
hypothyroidism. I do see a specialist GP who has prescribed me with a natural synthetic 
thyroid to regulate my hormones. The doctor has recommended that I exclude gluten 
and dairy from my diet as it impacts my hormones. I have limited gluten and dairy as 
part of my disordered eating and I'm trying to eat gluten and dairy now without feeling 
guilt for it. And I notice that I feel OK when eating it some of the time and depending on 
the product. My best friend who has thin privilege and is a health focused Yogi has 
been diagnosed with Hashimoto's and goes to the same doctor and is on the same 
medication. She's very strict about not eating gluten or dairy and is very judgmental of 
me when I eat them. I know that you have Hashimoto's and I was hoping you might be 
able to give me some direction on whether I should exclude gluten and dairy or is there 
some evidence based evidence based science that says it doesn't matter. Thank you.  
 
Answer: [00:45:30] So I want to say. Totally feel you on this. Having Hashimoto's 
myself and there's so much pseudoscience out there about managing thyroid condition 
so I'm sending you lots of compassion. First things first I want to say that I'm curious 
about this doctor who tells you that you have quote unquote underactive thyroid but 
not Hashimoto's Hypothyroidism because though those two diagnoses are real and 
they mean that people's thyroid levels are genuinely too low. But the term quote 
unquote underactive thyroid is very nebulous and often can be connected to weight 
stigma actually. Hypothyroidism is the clinical technical term for thyroid levels that are 
below the normal range. Underactive thyroid many doctors and diet culture really want 
to find some supposed reason quote unquote that a person's body is larger so they can 
fix it quote unquote. And low thyroid or underactive thyroid is one that they love to 
jump to. And so even if you don't actually have blood work supporting a diagnosis that 
your thyroid is too low some doctors will kind of make up you know a diagnosis that 
underactive thyroid isn't really a thing. But many doctors and diet culture want to find a 
supposed fix and so they'll grab on to that. So I would really question. You know I 
would take what your doctor says with a grain of salt. I also think it sounds like maybe 
this doctor is practicing some sort of alternative medicine that it's not like a western 
M.D. medical doctor and I don't want to paint with too broad a brush because there are 
some great alternative medicine practitioners out there but in general that field is very 
susceptible to the wellness diet which is that sneaky new manifestation of diet culture 
I've been talking about. And that's especially true when it comes to hormonal 
conditions like thyroid issues. So I would be very cautious in accepting this 
interpretation that your doctor has made. And I would get a second opinion from an 
M.D. a regular Western medical doctor or an endocrinologist which is a type of Western 
medical doctor who specializes in hormonal conditions like thyroid abnormalities that 
might be the best way to go. And in my experience and from what I've heard from 
doctors if you don't have clinically low thyroid aka hypothyroidism or Hashimoto's 
thyroiditis which is an autoimmune condition that causes your thyroid to attack itself 
and thereby creates hypothyroidism because your thyroid is not able to produce 
enough hormone. If you don't have either those conditions then you really don't need 
to be on thyroid medication. From what I've understood from doctors. And again I'm 
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not a doctor so talk to someone who is because this is not a medical diagnosis here but 
a different doctor than the one you're seeing now I think would be really helpful to talk 
to about these things and try to find one who whose view isn't clouded by fat phobia. 
Who is not going to be like oh well you're in a larger body so clearly you need some 
kind of thyroid medication you know. Find one who's willing to actually look at your lab 
values actually look at what's really going on in your body and make a call from there. 
And so to try to find a doctor who's versed in Health at Every Size you can go to 
HAEScommunity.org. That's HAEScommunity . org. You can also go to 
IntuitiveEating.org. There's some doctors on that list but very few really it's mostly 
dietitians and therapists. But I would say try to find a doctor who gets it with Health at 
Every Size or at least is open to talking to you about stuff that doesn't have to do with 
your weight and isn't going to over treat your thyroid because of your body size.  
 
Answer: [00:49:02] Now to your actual question about cutting out gluten or dairy. I'll 
say what I said in a past episode of Food psych and an answer to a listener question 
about cutting out foods for auto immune disease and that is that there is no scientific 
evidence that this is necessary. So I've been watching all the scientific research on this 
for years. I'm personally interested because I have an auto immune condition and a 
thyroid condition. So I'm you know interested in reading up on the research because I 
keep hearing people say like oh you're supposed to cut out gluten or Dairy. Blah blah 
blah. I'm like well A I personally tried cutting out gluten in my disordered eating days 
and tried cutting out dairy as well and didn't find any effect on my thyroid and in fact the 
restrictive eating made my thyroid condition worse so it didn't actually help me. And 
also what I'm seeing in the research. More importantly for everyone else's purposes like 
what I'm seeing in the research does not suggest that this is helpful. There's actually no 
research showing that it's beneficial for anyone to cut out gluten or dairy for a general 
population of people with thyroid conditions. The recommendations to cut out those 
foods are really part of what I'm calling the wellness diet and the way they seem to have 
gotten so popular is by people extrapolating from research on folks with celiac disease. 
Celiac disease is an auto immune condition in which that affects up to 1 percent of the 
general population. And it's a formal diagnosis that needs to be diagnosed by a 
licensed medical doctor. Western medical doctor an M.D. through standard blood tests 
and oftentimes an intestinal biopsy not self diagnosed or not diagnosed for through so-
called gluten intolerance tests which are really not validated tests. So Celiac Disease is a 
real well-defined clinical condition unlike so-called gluten intolerance which is very 
controversial and poorly defined and so people with celiac disease do get a benefit. If 
so if people have both celiac disease and Hashimoto's thyroid i tis for example being on 
a gluten free diet is shown to help reduce the symptoms of the Hashimoto's or the low 
thyroid or other autoimmune conditions in people with celiac disease. And again that's 
people who have this condition and it makes total sense that they would see 
improvement in other conditions from being gluten free because in people with celiac 
disease gluten causes general problems for their systems and they were born with a 
gene that makes their bodies basically attack themselves in the presence of gluten. It's 
an auto immune condition triggered by gluten. That is why again you can get blood 
tests for it if you get the genetic blood test done which is relatively available and 
affordable. I think most insurance pays for it if your doctor has a reason for requesting 
that test. If you get the genetic test and you don't have the gene for it. Then you 
basically have no chance of having Celiac Disease. You have to have the gene that 
codes for the the disease. So it's an easy way to rule out whether you have celiac 
disease. So people who have that genetic abnormality and have Hashimoto's or 
another autoimmune condition yes their autoimmune disease seems to improve with a 
gluten free diet. But that is again in people with celiac disease who should be eating 
gluten free all the time anyway because of their genetic issue. In everyone else in 
people who don't have celiac disease there is no evidence that cutting out gluten is 
helpful for any autoimmune condition including Hashimoto's or any thyroid condition 
as well. So again Celiac Disease is a rare condition and it's clinically well-defined so if 
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you get tested for celiac disease by good medical doctor using today's validated 
genetic testing methods and the doctor says you don't have celiac disease then trust 
that you don't have it and you don't need to avoid gluten.  
 
Answer: [00:52:45] And the reason that this panic about gluten with auto immune 
diseases or thyroid conditions has happened is because these wellness diet gurus 
quote unquote are making claims that avoiding gluten for managing auto immune 
disease is you know applicable to the general population. And that just is not true that 
science is not applicable to the general population as any good public health 
professional or researcher will tell you and research that was done in people with celiac 
disease just is not generalizable to the population as a whole. So with regard to dairy 
there's also no research indicating that cutting it out has any benefit for thyroid 
conditions. And in fact dairy products actually are a big source of iodine which is a 
mineral that's essential for good thyroid function and if you don't have enough iodine 
you can end up with hypothyroidism and getting a goiter. And so that's why we have 
iodized salt. That's you know the sort of primary source of salt in our food supply. And 
so if anything cutting out dairy could actually help trigger hypothyroidism. And in fact 
that seems to have happened in some case reports that I've read of people who are 
cutting out gluten and dairy. So I'll link to those studies in the show notes for this 
episode. These people also were not eating regular commercially produced wheat 
bread which is another significant source of iodine in our diet. And there's very few of 
those sources. So I will say that you know cutting out gluten and dairy does not seem 
like a good idea for anyone with a thyroid condition.  
 
Answer: [00:54:12] I'll share that I personally manage my Hashimoto's by taking 
Synthroid or actually the generic version of that which is called levothyroxine and is a 
lot cheaper than the brand name and my doctor said it's absolutely the same. You just 
have to get the same generic every time so they're not switching generics on you and 
getting my thyroid levels checked as often as my doctor recommends. Those are the 
only two things I do. To manage Hashimoto's and I also go to regular doctors 
appointments and get periodic sonograms to make sure my thyroid gland is still OK. 
Like everything my doctor recommends for that I do. But I don't do any my a my doctor. 
Thank God doesn't recommend any dietary changes because it's a Western medical 
doctor who reads the science who gets it who knows that there's no evidence that 
cutting gluten and dairy makes any sense. And you know if I had a doctor who did 
recommend that stuff I would either find another doctor or ask them to show me the 
evidence that they're basing that recommendation on and they wouldn't be able to 
find it. So I've had Hashimoto's for about 15 years and I don't do anything food wise to 
manage it. But when I was still in my eating disorder and the early days of recovery I 
kept thinking cutting out food groups was going to help me and it never did. So now 
looking back I know that being obsessed with gluten was just another manifestation of 
my disordered eating. And every time I tried cutting it out or cutting out dairy it really 
set me back in my recovery which also didn't help that the Hashimoto's because 
restrictive eating can actually worsen thyroid symptoms. And it sounds like you asked 
the question have also gone through this have also had disordered eating 
characterized by cutting out foods like gluten and dairy and now you're trying to make 
peace with them because you're trying to make peace with food and heal your 
relationship with food in general. And I think that's great. And I think there's no clinical 
reason there's no scientific evidence that you would need to cut out gluten or dairy to 
manage your thyroid condition. It also sounds like you may not actually have a thyroid 
condition that needs managing at all. Sounds like it might be fat phobia from the 
doctor. I'm not totally sure but I would definitely get a second opinion from a Western 
medical doctor who can do bloodwork and interpret the results for you to see if you do 
have hypothyroidism or Hashimoto's because a nebulous term like quote unquote 
underactive thyroid can really be a cover for weight stigma. And you know the doctor 
sees that you're in a larger body and wants an explanation and in the supposed cure. 
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So they interpret your results to say that your thyroid levels are a little on the low side 
even though they're not clinically low enough for a real diagnosis and put you on 
medication when you know they might see someone in a smaller body and do the exact 
opposite for them and say like Oh you're fine it's no worries you know. And so I would 
get another a second opinion. And even if it turns out that you do have clinically low 
thyroid levels you do have hypothyroidism or maybe they find some antibodies in the 
diagnoses with Hashimoto's if you do need to be on medication in that case there's no 
scientific evidence to support cutting out gluten or dairy and doing is doing that is 
much more likely to exacerbate your thyroid condition and are disordered eating than it 
is to help in any way. So I hope that helps give you some fodder to push back when 
your friend food shames you for eating and gluten and dairy. And I think it sounds like 
both she and the doctor are sort of under the sway of the Wellness diet which is a new 
manifestation of diet culture. And you don't need to deal with that. You know you can 
find another doctor who's not under the sway of the Wellness diet and who's willing to 
treat you and help you manage your you know whatever you've got going on without 
fat phobia and without unscientific claims about foods you're supposed to cut out.  
 
Question: [00:57:49] The next question is from the general file and the person writes: 
Hi Christy. I'm fairly new to body liberation slash fat acceptance slash body love. 
However I have dove in headfirst and have listened to so many of your podcasts and 
read numerous books on the subject including Lindy West's, Sonia Renee Taylor's, 
Megan Crabb's, Summer Innanen's, Evelyn Tribole's and a few others. I have also taken 
your master your anti diet message course as well as participated in the recent ED 
symposium. I follow many fat activists on social media. I have immersed myself in body 
acceptance messages. My husband and I have coffee together every morning and he 
likes to challenge me with questions although he overall seems to have a good 
understanding of body acceptance and supports my stance. One of the questions he 
asked me that has stumped me is what if someone wants to lose weight and doesn't 
feel they are in their set weight range. I believe in body autonomy. We know diets don't 
work. What would you tell someone in that situation. How does someone know what 
their set weight range is.  
 
Answer: [00:58:43] So I think you said it best this is a great question. I think you said it 
best when you said I believe in body autonomy yet we know diets don't work. 
Obviously people are free to do whatever they want with their bodies and if that's their 
choice to try to lose weight then that's their right. But I wouldn't recommend it. And if 
they were my client or podcast listener I would do everything I can to dissuade them 
from it. Because we know that not only do diets not work in the sense of they don't lead 
to sustainable weight loss but they also actively cause harm to people's health both 
physical and mental health. As a public health professional is really my job to help 
people support their health so I'm going to do my best to dissuade them from dieting 
whether that's regular weight loss dieting or the sneaky form that masquerades as 
quote unquote lifestyle change which is the form that I call the wellness diet. You know 
I'm going to do my best to dissuade them from all of that because good for their health 
and it doesn't have the effect that they want it to have any way.  
 
Answer: [00:59:38] In terms of your set weight range. You can't really know what your 
set weight ranges until you've given up dieting and let your body heal from disordered 
eating and dieting and restriction and are constantly eating intuitively and moving your 
body for fun and resting when you need to rest. Like when you're doing all of that 
consistently then you're set weight range will emerge but when you're doing anything 
else you're usually suppressing your natural weight although in some cases when your 
body is in starvation mode and maybe you're bingeing a lot. It might make you settle 
above where your body really wants to be and still in other cases your body size 
doesn't actually change with Intuitive eating. But then at least you'll know that that's 
where it really wants to be. So you know either people are going to gain weight they're 
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going to lose weight or they're gonna stay the same way with Intuitive Eating. We can't 
know which of those three outcomes it's gonna be for a particular person until they 
practice it until they do it. And really anyone who tries to predict what's going to 
happen with someone's body size when they stop dieting and settle into intuitive 
eating for good like if someone says you're definitely going to lose weight through 
intuitive eating that's not true. You can't make that kind of prediction. And that just 
means the person who's trying to make that prediction is under the sway of diet culture. 
So I hope that helps answer your question. It's a really good one I'm glad you and your 
husband have these conversations over coffee. That sounds fun.  
 
Question: [01:00:55] Next question is from module 1 and the person writes: Is it 
possible that the physical pain and uncomfortableness I get from overeating went upset 
is me trying to avoid dealing with the emotional pain I might be feeling.  
 
Answer: [01:01:06] So first of all I want to send you lots of compassion because it 
sounds like you are feeling pain and discomfort. And I know how hard that is. So 
module one on self compassion I think will be hugely important for you to keep coming 
back to again and again. And second of all you know I think that's definitely possible. 
But in the vast majority of cases I've seen this kind of eating which you know you're 
characterizing as overeating when upset some people call emotional eating or 
emotional overeating that kind of eating actually in most cases stems from deprivation 
and we can't really know what role food might be playing for you emotionally until 
you've stopped all forms of deprivation because you know the deprivation is basically 
clouding your ability to understand how much is coming from deprivation and how 
much is coming from emotions. So therapist Judith Matz and I discuss this in episode 
151 of food psych I think that would be a really good episode to listen to if you haven't 
heard it already. And my paraphrase and elaboration of her point is that once you're 
eating what you want when you want as much as you want and you know you have full 
permission to eat. You don't have any guilt or shame about the food that you're eating 
the vast majority of the time like 75 percent or something I think is what she said not 
that we can ever be that specific about ourselves. But you know that's just a 
guesstimate. You know when you're eating that way with intuition you know 
prioritizing your intuition and not in the diet mentality most of the time. Then if you still 
have episodes of what feels like emotionally driven out of control eating you can start to 
look at the role that emotions might be playing in your eating choices. But until then 
until you get to that point where 75 percent or more of the time you know or most of 
the time basically you're eating in regards to your intuition what you want when you 
want as much as you want with full permission. You can't really know how much of a 
role emotions are playing and your first job really is to stop the deprivation. So that's 
exactly what we do in the early part of this course we work on breaking down the diet 
mentality. Honoring your hunger. You're relating to yourself with compassion making 
peace with food. All of the rest all of that is geared towards breaking down the 
deprivation mindset really getting you out of diet culture's clutches so that you can 
actually tune into what your body wants and needs. And when you're making choices 
from that place of really tuning into your body's needs and not depriving yourself and 
recovering from the deprivation. And you know you have been recovering from the 
deprivation for quite a while then you can probably start to notice. Is there an emotional 
component to this type of eating that I end up doing or most of the time most likely that 
style of eating will dissipate and eventually disappear on its own. Meaning that you're 
not going to end up to that place of physical and emotional discomfort and overeating 
when you're upset because it's just not going to feel as necessary because you're not 
going to be deprived. So you know again some people do end up still eating 
emotionally. You know I mean emotional eating is really part of normal eating it's a 
thing that all of us do occasionally is turning to food for comfort because food is 
comforting. But you know eating to the point of discomfort and physical pain that 
you're talking about usually doesn't happen for people with intuitive relationships with 
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food once they have recovered from the diet mentality and let go of all those 
disordered thoughts about food. Usually the overeating part of things really you know 
settles into the background and yes sometimes you know we might eat more than is 
comfortable at Thanksgiving or at a really delicious meal or because we had to skip a 
snack or something because we just got busy and suddenly we're super hungry and so 
we end up eating a ton of one meal or something. But for the most part people who are 
intuitive eaters don't get into that restrict binge cycle or that cycle of turning to food for 
comfort and eating so much that we cause ourselves emotional pain. So again the key 
to getting past it is working through the deprivation letting go of the deprivation and 
starting to allow yourself full unconditional permission to eat and put the thoughts of 
whether your eating is driven by emotions on the backburner for now. I've been saying 
that a lot lately right throughout this Q and A. There's a lot of things we have to put on 
the back burner to really focus on healing our relationship with food and the thought 
that you know your eating might be to try to deal with emotional pain actually gets 
twisted in service of diet culture a lot of the time because it's like you know the thinking 
around that then becomes oh well I should do something else other than eating man to 
deal with the emotional pain. I'm not allowed to eat because that's not dealing with my 
emotional pain. And that actually is another source of deprivation that you know 
furthers the restrict binge cycle furthers the cycle of deprivation and takes you out of 
your intuition with food. So for now just allow everything that happens to happen allow 
yourself to eat to that point. If you need to whenever you feel like it give yourself full 
unconditional permission to eat emotionally to eat to the point of discomfort. Like all of 
it is permitted none of it is morally bad or wrong. Just allow yourself to be where you are 
and work through the modules in the course to try to break down the diet mentality and 
make peace with food and all of that. And I think you'll see that the need to eat to the 
point of discomfort and pain really diminishes.  
 
Question: [01:06:31] Next question is from the general file and before I answer I want 
to give a content warning here or trigger warning because the person who asked this 
question talks about the name of a particular weight loss company from the U.K. that 
some people may never have heard of. I had never heard of it before I started doing this 
work. And the name itself has is potentially triggering has some triggering connotations 
so I don't want to give anyone ideas of a new diet they wouldn't otherwise have known 
about or cause anyone to get spun out into diet mentality thoughts and triggered 
because they heard me say this triggering name. So if you think that might be an issue 
for you you can skip ahead to 1:15:37. That's an hour 15 minutes and 37 seconds. So 
skip ahead to that. If you want to and if you're not going to skip ahead then we'll get 
back to this person's question here. So OK the question is let me get to it. Hi Christy. I 
took a step back with Intuitive eating as a lot of people around me were dieting. My 
weight was rapidly increasing and I was finding it very difficult to deal with. I was 
already in a large body and was getting comments from my family about my weight 
gain. I felt alone in my journey and my weight gain didn't feel worth food freedom. Part 
of me missed the support you get from people when dieting and the excitement from it. 
So I went back to Slimming World. They are a massive weight group weight loss group 
in the UK. They sell themselves as a lifestyle change and I got sucked into this. I was 
going for 12 years before I found intuitive eating last June. It's been so hard stepping 
away from Slimming World as it's the only way I know how to eat really. I keep telling 
myself that it's a good way to eat and it's healthy and it's a lifestyle change. It will also 
give me the body I want without excessive restriction. I think. However when I went 
back to Slimming World I realized how disordered it makes my eating. I've stopped 
going I've restarted your course and I'm spending more time on the diet mentality 
module and reread the diet mentality section in the intuitive eating book falling back 
into diet mentality almost gave me the closure I needed to step away for good. I've also 
found local body positive friends that I meet monthly with and shared my relapse with 
them. They have been super supportive. Even though I'm in a better space. I'm hoping 
for some confirmation as to why I shouldn't return to Slimming World. Their approach 
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to weight loss is not discussed like Weight Watchers. I'm stuck on the fact that they are 
a lifestyle change even though I've constantly yo-yoed in the last 12 years I've done this 
plan. I guess I'm looking for some advice as to why I need to close the door on 
Slimming World and dieting for good.  
 
Answer: [01:08:54] So thank you for sharing this. And first of all I want to say welcome 
back and I'm sending so much compassion your way because I know it must be so hard 
and it always is so hard when people are in the diet mentality around you and 
everybody's dieting and kind of pulling you back into diet culture. We've all been there 
and you know relapse is part of recovery as they say. So this was a step in your recovery 
and it's so great that you're back. So I will say Slimming World is definitely just like 
Weight Watchers. I just don't talk about it on my podcast because most of my guests 
are based in the US and so am I so not a lot of people that share their stories have 
experience with slimming world. And also because just the name self can be triggering. 
Hence my content warning earlier on this episode and I don't want to tell people about 
a new diet that they don't already know about because most of my listeners are in the 
U.S. I do have a lot of people in the UK listening to the podcast too. But you know the 
majority are in the US and I don't want to introduce them to something that they 
wouldn't have otherwise known about. And you know have them be like you maybe I 
should try that. But basically you should know that slimming world is just a rip off of 
Weight Watchers and pretty much every way. It was actually founded just a few years 
later Weight Watchers was founded in 1963 and Slimming World in 1969 with an 
incredibly similar business model and the diets prescribed by the two plans remain 
eerily similar today. So anything you've heard me say about Weight Watchers or heard 
any other intuitive eating a non diet people say about Weight Watchers you can apply 
that to Slimming World as well. It is absolutely a diet and it's trying to morph into what I 
call the wellness diet. It's trying to shape shift and tell people that it's not a diet it's a 
lifestyle change. But make no mistake it is absolutely a diet and actually Slimming World 
might be even a hair worse than weight watchers because it literally calls fun foods sins. 
Sins! Like what? It's moralizing food. You know. Even in a more overt way than weight 
watchers. Like ins?! Are you kidding me? So check out my blog post at 
ChristyHarrison.com/thewellnessdiet for some unbelievable quotes from a diet 
industry insider that show just how conscious and financially driven this pivot to 
wellness really is quote unquote wellness. And there's a lot of quotes about weight 
watchers in that piece and you can substitute the word Slimming World anytime you 
see the name weight watchers in that post it's exactly the same in terms of its business 
model in terms of what it's trying to do to market itself to millennials. And you know 
make sure it doesn't lose market share in this day and age of quote unquote wellness 
and quote unquote health consciousness where people are really wise to the fact that 
diets don't work and don't want to diet anymore so slimming world is absolutely a diet 
and your experience with slimming world illustrates the science of why diets don't work 
perfectly. Because we know they don't work. We know they result in yo yo dieting for 
95 to 98 percent of people and they actually tend to drive weight up over time. So 
you've you know maybe experience that for 12 years now if you weren't yoyo ing at 
least and maybe your weight has gone up as well. You wouldn't have been coming 
back to them again and again for 12 years. And you know why should the 13th year be 
any different than the first 12 were right. There's no reason to think it's going to be any 
different now than it was for you the whole time that you were doing it and struggling 
with a disordered eating and struggling with you know not having the diet work for 
you. And now you know also how disordered and major eating when you went back to 
it you really saw it with fresh eyes in a way after having gone to intuitive eating for a 
while.  
 
Answer: [01:12:30] So you know that you've been down that road so many times 
already why would you want to do it again. Right. I think just reminding yourself of that 
like we've been there we've done that. We know where that road leads. I think it's time 
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to try something else. Right. That's a good form of self talk to to repeat to yourself. And 
I'll add that the research really shows that weight stigma is actually riskier for your 
health than any style of eating could be and weight cycling rather than weight itself 
actually increases your risk of heart disease and mortality. So if you're trying to take care 
of your health if health is a factor at all in this desire to go back to slimming world just 
know that it's not the way to go. It's actually going to you know lead to worse health 
outcomes down the line to keep doing a diet that's causing you to weight cycle. And 
that's also reinforcing weight stigma because you know again in the name ,  slimming 
world it's like everybody in the world should be slimming is that the implication and 
slimming you know implies that it's a good thing to be quote unquote slim and being in 
a larger body is bad right. That's that's pretty much the implication of all diets and all 
weight loss plans even when they don't say it. You know they don't really have to say. 
They're reinforcing weight stigma just by their existence just by the subtle coded 
language that they have. And when you're in an environment that reinforces weight 
stigma you end up experiencing that stigma and internalizing that stigma and the 
research has shown that stigma is actually riskier for your health then you know being a 
higher weight at all or than any style of eating could be so. And again you know if 
you're trying to look out for your health that's not the way to go. Research also shows 
that intuitive eating and health at every size are associated with better health outcomes 
than any sort of diet. Even the most quote unquote flexible diet. So you're really taking 
care of your health physical and mental by practicing intuitive eating and that might not 
result in the kind of weight loss that you've been told is good or is right or is morally 
upstanding in diet culture. And you know I know a lot of people around you probably 
all are going to be really in it with diet culture but just know that that's not helping 
anyone that's not helping anyone's health that's not helping anyone's emotional well-
being that's not helping anyone get where they want to go in life. You know it's it's just 
a life thief stealing your time on this planet and you deserve so much better. So 
slimming world is not for you. It's not for anyone. It's not a good idea and it's just the 
same as Weight Watchers. So even though that's the one that you know I tend to talk 
about with my guests on the podcast and a lot of people on Twitter have just been 
having a lot of outcry about because Weight Watchers is just trying to you know sell 
itself to kids and teenagers now slimming world is just as bad if not worse. And there's 
no reason to go back to it. It's not going to it's not going to save you it's not going to 
help you be healthy. It's just going to be more of the same. And you know from your 
living your lived experience too that it wasn't what it promised to be because you went 
through this for 12 years. So you really did a lot of work to try to make it work and it 
didn't. And that's the Diet's fault not yours.  
 
Question: [01:15:36] Next question is from Module 12 and the person writes: I really 
really love wine. The taste the smell everything. However I definitely overdo it 
sometimes on Fridays and Saturdays and the occasional Sunday brunch. To the point of 
feeling bad the next day not just the calories but also the ever so fun hangover. It has 
sometimes affected my memory although I've never done anything quote unquote bad 
while drunk and can be over the Surgeon General's warning for for drinks and a night or 
even in a week. In other words there are a good number of weekends that I binge drink. 
I know it's partially due to stress and partially due to the taste and wanting to have fun. 
I've had serious self exploration into whether this is quote unquote functional 
alcoholism but I'm not of the mind to totally give up wine in the near future. I also don't 
have a family history of alcoholism and it hasn't interfered with my job or social 
relationships. That said I'd rather not have hangovers and potentially increase my 
chance of liver damage when I'm older. Any tips on how to handle these competing 
desires. Another interesting fact wine broke me of my very very very severe food 
restriction back in 2012 as well as of a controlling relationship.  
 
Answer: [01:16:38] So thanks for asking this question. I think it's really brave and smart 
of you to be asking yourself these questions and to be you know considering and 
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exploring your relationship with alcohol. So I'm sending so much compassion your 
way. I know that's a challenge. I would say that it sounds like diet mentality is really 
showing up for you in the form of worrying about the calories so I wonder if there's 
some deprivation driven drinking going on for you with the wine. Because it sounds like 
you're worrying about how many calories are in it and therefore thinking that maybe 
you're going to be deprived down the line. Like we talked about earlier in this episode 
you know this threat of deprivation and therefore that could be driving you to drink 
more when you do have access to it. So I would explore that for yourself explore how 
the diet mentalities showing up in your relationship with alcohol. I also think it sounds 
like wine was really a lifeline for you in your relationship with food and your journey out 
of food restriction and I'm sure that's something you're really grateful to it for. And you 
know probably feels painful to think about letting it go or giving it up and maybe 
there's a way in which you're still relying on wine for some you know cutting loose and 
pleasure and satisfaction that you aren't allowing yourself with food or in other aspects 
of your life so that might be something to look at as well. You know what are other ways 
you can get that kind of pleasure. That kind of letting loose and relaxation into your life 
without having to drink as much.  
 
Answer: [01:18:04] And then I would say to explore what it might feel like to not have 
quite as much wine in a given night. Like what. What would it feel like if you were to just 
cut back a little bit if you were to drink a little bit less than a night. Does that feel like 
deprivation too. Is there an amount that you know you can drink that doesn't lead to a 
hangover the next day. And what is preventing you from stopping there on the nights 
you end up going over that. You know explore that because I think it sounds like maybe 
there's not necessarily I don't know for sure but you're saying that you don't have a 
family history of alcoholism so there might not be that physical addiction component to 
it yet and it sounds like there's more of a social kind of crutch component to it. Maybe a 
little bit of a social addiction component psychological addiction but you know it 
doesn't sound like it's physically addictive where you have one drink and suddenly 
you're drinking all the drinks and you don't stop until you blackout. It's more this gray 
area you know it's. You can have some and feel ok but then sometimes you go over 
sometimes you binge drink and you want to find that line that's more comfortable to 
where you're not binge drinking you're not ending up hung over and feeling bad the 
next day and you're not you know damaging your liver down the line that is something 
to think about too.  
 
Answer: [01:19:19] So I would just say you know explore all those things for yourself 
and know that you do have permission to continue to have alcohol nobody nobody's 
trying to take it away from you. But ask yourself what it would feel like to start to let go 
of it so much and find you know other sources of fulfillment other sources of satisfaction 
and relaxation in your life to take the place of it somewhat. Not really take the place of it 
but fill those needs I want to say because those are needs that are legitimate and that 
deserve to be filled. You deserve to have your need for satisfaction and fun and 
relaxation met and it sounds like maybe you're turning to wine to do that for you you 
know more exclusively and there's maybe other things that could fill that role for you as 
well. So explore what that might feel like and if there's a lot of deprivation coming up 
around that why do you think that is is that a vestige of the diet mentality is that sort of 
of a piece with your disordered eating. And if so what would it take to start to loosen 
that the same way you've let go of the restriction in other areas of your relationship with 
food and then separately I definitely think it's important to work on making it not about 
the calories. You know you said like I feel bad not just about the calories it's like why is 
that even part of the calculus right. That's diet mentality is still showing up for you even 
in saying that. So I would work on you know remembering that it doesn't have anything 
to do with calories it's really about how you feel not the size or shape of your body. Not 
this you know arbitrary measure of heat energy that's in a food or beverage that 
somehow seems to rule our lives inand diet culture. That's come to mean so much to 
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people you know. Calories are just units of energy. We're all just fine without counting 
calories. People aren't designed to count calories. Nobody even knew calories were a 
thing until the mid 1800s which is paradox well not paradoxically coincidentally I 
wanna say when diet culture really started to emerge was the mid to late 1400's when 
calories were discovered when standardized clothing sizes came on the scene. When 
you know all of these things historically sort of converged to create diet culture at this 
particular moment in time which I talked about with Emily Contois on our food psych 
episode I think it was like 118 I want to say over the summer maybe September of 2017. 
Anyway just know that diet culture is what's making you think about calories and that's 
something to really work on kind of kicking out of your brain. You don't need to have 
that aspect of the diet mentality talking to you anymore.  
 
Question: [01:21:54] The next question is from the general file and the person asks: Hi 
Christy. Thank you so much for your podcast and intuitive eating course. It changed my 
life. I began intuitive eating in May of 2017 and have made a lot of progress. I'm one of 
those women who cannot remember what it is like to eat intuitively. As a chubby seven 
year old I was put on a diet by my mother and pediatrician and I have been dieting ever 
since. I have a lot of internalized fat phobia that is a constant struggle for me. My father 
was very controlling and frequently mocked my mother for being fat. And she wasn't. 
And often told me what I should and shouldn't eat. Occasionally even taking food out 
of my hands to prevent me from eating it. As you can imagine my weight has fluctuated 
wildly over my life until last May when I finally had enough of the struggle. I gave up 
dieting for good and attempted intuitive eating. Sweets have always been quote 
unquote off limits for me as a dieter. I was taught at a young age that they were never or 
that they were quote unquote bad and we never had them in the house. So as I 
legalized all foods I made a point to have a wide variety of sweets in the house. I even 
carried chocolate chocolate with me when I left home so I would always have access 
and I'm happy to say that sweets are much more neutral thing than they have been in 
the past. And sometimes I even have to throw them away because they go bad before I 
eat them. But I also find that I still crave them. I eat them at almost every meal and snack 
and I find that I often eat them in between meals when I'm not hungry. Sometimes I 
even eat them when I'm quite full. I've tried to be patient with myself regarding this 
behavior because for a long time they have been restricted in my life. I realize that it 
may take time before they lose their appeal. Also I have struggled with a fear of hunger. 
I spent so spent so much of my childhood and adult life hungry that in the beginning of 
my intuitive eating journey I was terrified of hunger. This has largely dissipated. 
However I find that I often eat when I'm not hungry. Often I graze throughout the day 
frequently on sweets. Some days I never even feel hungry because of my frequent 
grazing. But other days I do well eating intuitively. Again I've tried to be patient with 
myself. I've gained a bit of weight since May and I admit this causes me some sadness 
and anxiety. I read in Ellyn Satter's book Secrets of feeding a healthy family that setting 
up regular meal and snack times is helpful for kids. She recommends not feeding 
children between these times and she says that during meals and snacks kids have 
permission to eat whatever and however much they want. She recommends parents 
limit their kids eating to those meal and snack times. As a parent I can see the value in 
this. I feel like I'm a child learning how to eat and that I need to re parent myself. Do you 
think this approach can help me. I don't want to fall back into dieting but I think this may 
work for me. What do you think. Do you have any other ideas I'm open to suggestions 
and thanks for all that you do.  
 
Answer: [01:24:28] So. Oh my gosh. I'm sending so much compassion your way 
because it sounds like you've really been a lot of trauma in your relationship with food 
and you're a survivor. You know you've gotten to this point it's amazing that you've 
been able to pull yourself out of that long history of disordered eating with that really 
toxic parental messaging in your mind. And so like kudos to you for getting this far. And 
it sounds like you really have come a long way and intuitive eating and it's it's clicking 
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for you and a lot of cases which is amazing. I will say you know Ellyn Satter's work is 
great in so many ways. It's really super helpful for helping kids not get into traumatic 
relationships with food in the first place. And it can help them maintain their natural 
connection to their bodies cues while also helping socialize them a little bit you know 
helping them learn how to live in a society with certain customs around when we eat 
and eating together as a family and stuff like that. That said many people I know use a 
modified version of Ellyn Satter's model where if their kid is hungry between set meal 
and snack times they still give them something to eat because otherwise it can be very 
depriving. It can you know set up that deprivation mindset. And in general I think the 
way Satter's model is set up kids don't usually get super hungry between sat eating 
times because you're eating every few hours and that's what our bodies were really all 
designed to do. So it usually meets their needs and they don't end up being hungry 
between those meal and snack times because they're kind of spaced out evenly 
throughout the day. But like if the kid doesn't eat at one meal because they're not 
hungry and not feeling well or whatever they're sad or something or they're distracted 
and then they get hungry later but not quite at the next snacktime that can be an 
opportunity to you know give the kid a snack but also talk about how sometimes we 
need to eat as self care even if we're not feeling super hungry in the moment because 
we know we won't have a chance again later or something you know that can come up 
if like they do you know you're on a road trip. This is actually something that happened 
in my life and I'm sort of wishing my parents had done it this way instead of the shaming 
way that they did it. But you know we'd go on road trips I would have snacks in the car 
and then we would stop for lunch somewhere and I wouldn't be very hungry wouldn't 
eat much of my lunch. And then we get back in the car and then a few hours later I'd be 
really hungry again and then I would be done with the snacks and we'd have to stop 
again and get more snacks or whatever. And so you know I think my parents approach 
with that was to be like you need to eat more at meals so that you know you know we 
need to stop stopping and we shouldn't be stopping for snacks you just ate. Like why 
didn't you eat more of your lunch. You know this is really more my dad's thing than 
anything else. But you know the way that would have been helpful is this more 
compassionate way that I'm talking about of being like OK we're going to stop for a 
snack will get you what you need. But you know this is why sometimes eating more 
meals even when you're not hungry is helpful because then you don't have to stop. You 
know and it could be just sort of a gentle non-judgemental way of saying things.  
 
Answer: [01:27:19] So I would say for you especially as an adult with a long and 
traumatic history with food reparenting yourself is definitely important. But I think doing 
it in the most compassionate way possible with the most attention to not depriving 
yourself is going to be really important. And so there are some elements of Satter's 
structure that I think could be really helpful to you like namely having meals and snacks 
consistently a few hours apart throughout the day so that you never get the sense of 
deprivation that you know that they're comings to you start to build trust that food is 
going to be available to you when you need it. And a lot of eating recovery programs 
do like three meals and three snacks spaced a few hours apart so that you never really 
go more than a few hours without food. So that could be super helpful for you. Maybe 
you know. I think that structure might be good. Just reinforcing like yes food's coming 
again soon. Don't worry we've got another opportunity. Many more opportunities on 
the clock today. You know. Where her model might not be as helpful I think is in the no 
eating outside of meal or snack times guideline because for you that could really feel 
like deprivation and it could trigger those traumatic feelings of having been deprived. 
So you know I think that's a good goal for you is having it be a flexible version of Ellyn 
Satter's model where if you really are wanting something between that meal and snack 
times you still have it. But you talk to yourself about it and you're like OK what 
happened there. Did I just not eat enough at the last meal or snack time. What's going 
on for me like you know let's troubleshoot this. But also yes I have permission to eat 
between meal and snack times if I want.  
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Answer: [01:28:54] And then for the sweets part of your question. It sounds like 
sweets still have that forbidden fruit quality to you. So I think you need more permission 
more unconditional permission to eat them whenever you want as much as you want. 
You know just continuing to allow yourself because it sounds like that permission has 
started to sink in and sometimes you're like oh I forgot that was even there I forgot to 
have that ice cream in the freezer or whatever. You know and so it's working it's that 
permission is working. And I think you just need to offer yourself more of it. Give 
yourself time and space and compassion because you went through a lot in your 
relationship with food from a very young age. And so that was years and years of 
disordered eating that you have to undo and untangle and it can take a while. So I think 
have patience with yourself have kind's for yourself. It's probably not going to be just a 
matter of a few months for you having been you know gone through it for so many 
years. And that's really true of most of us you know. So the goal with Intuitive eating I 
will also say isn't to not want those foods and to not want sweets you know or never 
want them but just to have them take their rightful place as one of the many delicious 
options that you could have any time. Permission to eat. You know unconditional 
permission to eat anytime you want and then as I've said before in this episode like you 
get to make the decision of OK cool I have all this permission. So now what I really want 
in this moment. And the last thing I will say is that you need to make sure you're eating 
enough to feel satisfied and eating often enough to be able to feel satisfied. You know 
so that you can sustain yourself throughout the day because in some cases the need for 
sweets actually comes from physical deprivation because you're not eating enough to 
feel really satisfied and maybe you still have lingering diet culture beliefs about how full 
you should be or how not full you should be at the end of a meal. What a quote unquote 
correct portion sizes or whatever by you know termed by the Diet culture diet 
mentality. So I think working on that working on making sure you're able to eat enough 
you're able to feel satisfied and not deprived at your meals and snacks will also go a 
long way to helping you feel like OK sweets are just another thing on the menu. And 
now what do I really want.  
 
Question: [01:31:04] The next question is from Module 1 and the person writes: Thank 
you so much for putting this course together. I'm learning so much about myself and 
learning to love myself fully and completely. One thing I'm struggling with though is 
eating enough. I don't know if that's based on diet mentality and I'm thinking that it is. I 
eat in the morning when I'm hungry but really struggled to eat in the afternoons. 
Sometimes I barely even though I even though everything sounds yummy and I want to 
eat everything I just can't seem to figure out what I want to eat. I'm still learning to listen 
to the hunger cues but it's been really hard. How should I approach this. And is this 
normal when starting Intuitive Eating. Thank you so much.  
 
Answer: [01:31:39] So thanks for that great question. And I'm really glad you're 
getting out a lot out of the course. So far. It definitely sounds like diet mentality is 
playing a role here for sure. You say that everything sounds yummy and you want to eat 
everything. So what would it be like if you ate the first thing that sounds good to you. 
First thing that popped into your mind. Sometimes this kind of food indecision can be 
because you start second guessing your choices from a diet mentality place and then 
you get all in a pickle and you can't make a choice at all. So I would really practice just 
letting yourself consider the available options and going for the first thing that sounds 
good and in diet mentality we're so practiced at shooting down that first thing that 
sounds good .  Being like nope. I should have this instead. No that's not what I really 
want. No I'm not allowed to have that. That just allowing that first thing to bubble up 
into your awareness is probably going to feel pretty radical and especially just going 
with it and seeing what that is. You know the first thing that pops into your head that 
sounds good rather than second guessing and thinking that maybe there's going to be 
something better maybe like the perfect lunch will come along. It's like nope. Just go 
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with the first thing that seems to be a fit and see how it is and see how satisfied you are. 
See how enjoyable it is and then make your next choice from the same place of just the 
first thing that pops into your head that sounds good and go from there. And I would 
say you know over time that will really strengthen your ability to listen to your intuition 
because your intuition is what is sort of making those decisions it's considering all the 
available options. It's knowing what you like it's knowing what you're in the mood for 
at that moment and making a choice from that place. And I'm sure your intuition 
actually has a lot to say. It probably has already been humming in the background it's 
just you keep shooting it down. You know that's that's my gut instinct when you ask this 
question is that you probably have a lot of actual knowledge and wisdom already about 
what you want to eat and if you were to just allow yourself to go with that first instinct 
you could make a choice that would be satisfying and delicious. And most importantly 
that would get you to eat something and not second guess yourself out of eating in the 
moment you want to eat and then ending up feeling really deprived and overly hungry 
and indecisive and then kind of having a meltdown. Also I would spend some time on 
the exercise in module 2 where you talk back to the diet mentality thoughts because I 
think this will help strengthen your ability to talk back to the diet mentality voice when it 
comes up and know what to do to deflect it. And also know how to recognize it 
because it sounds like it's coming up in really subtle ways for you and you're starting to 
be able to recognize that yes this is diet mentality but you're not necessarily hearing the 
voices you know in their words that it's saying to you about the food. So figure out like 
what is it that diet mentality is telling you that's keeping you from eating when you're 
ready to eat. And when something you know when everything sounds yummy and then 
work on talking back to it from that place of care.  
 
Question: [01:34:34] Next question is from the general file. The person says: First I 
want to thank you for helping me realize that I had turned some of the elements of 
intuitive eating like eating when hungry and stopping when full into a diet of its own. I 
had no idea. So thank you for helping me to see that. Second I wondered if you could 
talk a bit about your thoughts related to the capitalist drivers of the processed food 
industry. I feel like the diet industry and its financial goals gets a lot of playtime on your 
podcast but I don't think I've ever in my limited listening here heard you speak to the 
processed food industry and how it has worked to grow its market share and how it 
even employs food scientists to help make sure or to help make some foods short 
circuit our satiety cues and feel less filling even when we eat more. Is there a reason you 
don't often speak to that in the podcast? If I'm being honest sometimes I feel like the 
great program you've developed and the podcast feel a little one note and evangelical 
in their design. I don't disagree with the basic tenets you spell out and that's why I'm 
taking my hard earned money and paying for the program. But the repetition of your 
messaging seems to be at odds with the core principles that inform intuitive eating. It 
seems like Intuitive Eating allows for nuance allows for responding to one's own cues 
allows for people to be different and for foods to not only be good or only bad but 
when you speak it seems like there's a script about the gospel of intuitive eating that 
you don't deviate from. Maybe this is a necessity from a marketing standpoint or an 
order to truly breakthrough the diet messaging we're getting from everywhere else. I 
just wanted to let you know as an overall happy client of your program that it sets off a 
few alarm bells for me. Thanks for taking the time to consider this feedback.  
 
Answer: [01:36:03] So thanks for your honesty and for asking such a great question. 
I'm happy to consider that feedback and I'll tell you a little bit about why I've chosen to 
focus on the things that I do. First of all I'm noticing a lot of religious language in your 
question and I was not really I was not raised religious myself. I don't have a 
background in organized religion at all but I do know a number of people who have 
come out of really restrictive religious backgrounds and any inkling of like you know 
gospel or tenets or the scripture of intuitive eating or Health at Every Size really rankles 
them and gets under their skin. And so first I would wonder if that is part of what's 
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going on for you is that maybe you have some sort of old stuff around religion that's 
getting triggered by hearing a message that seems to be repetitive and sort of not 
deviating. And so I'll say that as you pointed out like diet culture messaging is around us 
all the time and there are comparatively few people countering that messaging 
although there are really a ton of us. But it's just that we're a small percentage 
compared to the diet culture mainstream. So part of the reason that I really stick to the 
messaging that I stick to is that I want to provide a refuge from diet culture in all its forms 
and all its sneaky guises including what I've dubbed the wellness diet which is the 
newest sneakiest guise of diet culture that's all about demonizing processed food and 
cutting out other maligned food groups and talking about the processed food industry 
generally does fall into that wellness diet camp. It's really hard to do it without 
triggering people's diet culture alarm bells without sort of roping them into the 
wellness diet. Since that is the way the wellness diet really evolved was through people 
like Eric Schlosser and Michael Pollan around the turn of the 21st century calling out the 
processed food industry for its practices while also blaming it for the so-called obesity 
epidemic. And those arguments were really intertwined and fused at the beginning of 
this movement and really have maintained that fusion all throughout.  
 
Answer: [01:38:03] So it's really hard to talk about the quote unquote processed food 
industry even talking about processed food has such a negative valence that I don't 
even really use the word processed unless it's in quote marks because there's just so 
much there's just so much baggage with it. And when you really dig into what 
processed actually means it's sort of nebulous because every food that we eat even 
whole fruits and vegetables are actually processed to some degree some foods are 
processed more than others. But there's you know the foods that get a bad rap as being 
quote unquote processed are usually there's a lot of class implications in that too 
because people don't necessarily consider like you know organic sustainable local 
small batch granola as quote unquote processed food even though it's just as 
processed as you know cereal that's made in a factory or something like that. Or like 
small batch sausage versus factory made sausage like they both have an equal degree 
of processing one might be done with human hands versus factory machinery. But 
they're both equally processed. And so demonizing one kind of quote unquote 
processed food is really about like class issues and race issues. And a lot of there's a lot 
of stuff that goes into this conversation about processed food and I'm really attuned to 
social justice and to the racial and class implications of demonizing processed food. So 
that's one of the big reasons that I don't do it. The one being as I said that it's so fused 
with the wellness diet and with the you know arguments against the so-called quote 
unquote obesity epidemic which by the way is just a political made up term created by 
the weight loss industry actually in the early late 90s and early 2000s.  
 
Answer: [01:39:49] And I'm currently writing a lot about all of this for my book so I 
can't go into a ton of detail about it here but that's the Cliff's Notes version. And for a 
whole in-depth history of diet culture including the wellness diet and how arguments 
against so-called processed food really show up in the modern guise of diet culture you 
can check out my book in late 2019. I also did talk a little bit about the food industry in 
response to a listener question in episode 152 at the beginning of the episode. So I'd 
encourage you to go check that out for more my thoughts on why the food industry 
does have some issues and why it's also really important on an individual level not to 
demonize those foods. There's you know a systemic issue yes maybe with the food 
industry in terms of some of its marketing practices and its labor practices and 
environmental practices. But at an individual level in terms of consumer choices and 
what we tell each other about food choices I think it's really important not to demonize 
so-called processed foods and not to make any foods off limits so that people can make 
peace with food and stop being governed by the Diet mentality and diet culture 
whether that's in the form of typical weight loss diets or whether that's in the form of 
the sneaky new wellness diet. I'll also add that while it's true that food companies do 
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have some shady marketing tactics and in some cases there's evidence that intuitive 
eaters have lower levels of disinhibited eating or loss of control eating or eating in the 
absence of hunger. Higher levels of intercepted awareness which is the ability to sense 
our bodies cues and recognize fullness and lower levels of hunger in general then non-
intuitive eaters which is really interesting. So intuitive eaters are not terribly at risk for 
food advertising or flavor chemistry designed to get us to keep eating the way that 
dieters are. Intuitive eaters are more in touch with our bodies cues and therefore more 
able to discern whether we want something whether we want to keep eating whether 
we're in the mood for food at all. Intuitive eaters also have better health outcomes 
overall including decreased total and LDL cholesterol higher HDL cholesterol which is a 
good quote unquote kind of cholesterol lower triglycerides lower systolic blood 
pressure which are all markers of lower heart disease risk in general and I'll link to a 
study that has a good overview of this research in the showboats for this episode if 
you're interested. So all that is to say intuitive eating is associated with better health 
outcomes across the board. So whether or not we you know demonize processed food 
doesn't really matter intuitive eating seems to be associated with better health 
outcomes. And I would argue demonizing processed food or talking about why you 
know the quote unquote processed food industry is so bad really serves to keep people 
stuck in disordered thinking about food and very black and white thinking and making 
some foods off limits and you know reinforces the wellness diet and this new guise of 
diet culture that people are so under the sway of in this day and age. So I really think 
that breaking down the diet mentality and helping people make peace with food is the 
key to being able to get to a place where much later on maybe we can have some of 
these nuanced conversations. But also my podcast and this course are for the public 
you know. The course is for students course participants who have joined the course 
but I don't know where you're at in your individual journeys and everybody's starting at 
a different time. Some people are on module 13 right now .  Or are done with the 
course and are still just listening to this because they have lifetime access. Some people 
are on module one and just starting their journey and people are everywhere in 
between. So if I'm speaking to y'all about you know the processed food industry quote 
unquote. And there are some folks here who are recovering from orthorexia and really 
disordered thinking around wellness quote unquote and fall you know have fallen really 
under the wellness diet. That's really not going to serve them that's actually going to 
keep them stuck in the diet mentality keep them stuck in orthorexic thinking even if 
those folks who are beyond module 13 might be ready to open up to thinking like hmm 
do I wanna you know consider spending my money on different kinds of things and 
supporting a different kind of economy or whatever. So I don't talk about that stuff 
deliberately in my public speaking about food and relationships with food because it's 
just not helpful unless you're at a point in your journey where maybe you're ready to 
consider it from a place that's totally not at all linked to diet culture that's out of the 
Wellness diet where you've really recovered from that kind of thinking. And that goes 
double for my podcast because that has tens of thousands of people listening of whom 
have you know a much wider array I think of relationships with food from the extremely 
disordered. Not even having gotten help yet to you know like clinicians and therapists 
and people who've really got great relationships with food. So my guideline for myself 
is that I just never speak publicly about anything that could harm people who are 
struggling in their relationships with food. And you know personally my own choices 
around food. I also don't demonize processed food or make myself you know feel like 
that's off limits because I also personally struggled with orthorexia and really 
disordered thinking and very black and white thinking around quote unquote 
processed foods. I was very under the sway of Michael Pollan and Eric Schlosser and 
the wellness diet and all those people that I was speaking about who you know not to 
paint with too broad a brush because they do have good elements of their work as well. 
But I think the general thrust of their work got so tied up with and coopted by diet 
culture that it's really hard to separate it out. And so you know I just don't find it super 
helpful to get into conversations about the food industry when the real issue that I see in 
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most people that I work with and most people in this course you know certainly you 
wouldn't be here probably if you didn't have an issue and your relationship with food. 
And I've found that it just isn't very helpful for people's relationships with food to be 
demonizing processed food or any other kinds of foods.  
 
Answer: [01:45:37] And one last thought which is that you know weight stigma has 
been shown to have a bigger impact on people's health outcomes than weight itself or 
than people's typical eating patterns. And so weight stigma increases people's risk of 
developing chronic diseases more than what they eat. Despite everything that you've 
probably heard from the wellness diet and so a link to a study about that in the show 
notes too but because the wellness diet is so tied up in diet culture and weight stigma I 
really avoid talking about anything that could trigger a reinforced weight stigma and 
that includes the wellness diet stuff because we know that weight stigma is actually a 
bigger risk to people's health than what they eat or what they weigh. So you know that 
all is to say there might be a time and a place for discussions around different kinds of 
foods in the food industry and stuff like that. But that doesn't have a place in the work 
that I do. At least the public work that I do and certainly with clients of mine that I'm 
working with one on one if they're in a place to talk about that stuff I can you know have 
those conversations with them privately and also help dispel some myths that they 
might be holding from the wellness diet and you know demonization of processed food 
that they're still holding onto that is standing in the way of them having a really peaceful 
relationship with all foods. And that's you know the ultimate reason that my messaging 
is so targeted is because it's I'm a public health professional this is a public health 
intervention and my job is to improve or help improve people's wellbeing. You know 
not interfere with it or make it worse. And we have evidence that demonizing certain 
foods and ways of eating and elevating others triggers weight stigma and triggers 
orthorexic thinking and thereby puts people's health at risk. So what I might lose in 
breadth of subject matter I make up for in the effectiveness at helping people's 
wellbeing and not reinforcing weight stigma and healthist and classist interpretations of 
health the way that many health professionals unfortunately do. So I hope that helps 
explain it. I definitely don't want to come across as dogmatic or preaching a gospel or 
something. I also don't have any religious background of my own so I think you know 
my intentions with with the work that I do might get interpreted or triggered you know 
trigger people's feelings about religious discourse differently if you have a religious 
background and if you're coming from a place of having maybe been oppressed or 
shamed or made to feel bad about yourself because of religious teachings. And I know 
that sucks and I you know my heart goes out to people who are in that position. But 
that's not my intention it's certainly not meant to be gospel or dogma or anything like 
that. There's definitely. You know it's not black and white intuitive eating is about 
nuance it's about everybody having their own autonomy about their food choices and 
what they want to what they want to eat how they want to relate to food. And there's 
definitely no such thing as good or bad food. You know you said it's not all good or all 
bad. I would say it's not good or bad at all. Like there is no good there is no bad when it 
comes to food. You know it's really all very nuanced. But in terms of public messaging 
about intuitive eating and health at every size I think just eradicating any vestiges of diet 
culture thinking from my language is what I set out to do and that's why it's not as far 
ranging in subject matter as maybe it would be otherwise.  
 
Question: [01:48:57] OK. So the next question is from a the general file and the 
person says: thanks very much for the work you do. I recently recently seen the life thief 
for what it really is and rejected the diet mentality. I consciously stopped dieting a while 
ago but now I'm also seeing how ingrained those thoughts are even when not actively 
on a diet. I've heard several Intuitive Eating writers and influencers describe restriction 
as a pendulum. I'm not restricting any more. Or like I said not consciously but now I feel 
like my pendulum is stuck in the other direction. I often feel a little out of control around 
food and sometimes will eat until I'm uncomfortably full. I've noticed a difference in my 
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appearance and in the way my clothes fit so I'm pretty sure I've gained some weight 
although I actually haven't stopped on a scale in several months. I can't help but feel 
this weight gain means I'm doing something wrong. Should I be concerned that I seem 
to be stuck in binge mode. I'd like to find a happy medium but I know these things take 
time. What can I do to balance out my eating and feel controlled without restricting any 
thoughts you have would be helpful. Thanks.  
 
Answer: [01:49:53] So yeah. This is so normal and understandable and I'm sending 
lots of compassion your way. I know it can feel scary to feel stuck in that you know other 
side of the pendulum but the swings of the pendulum can take a long time. I will say it's 
I use the analogy of the restriction pendulum but it's not like an actual pendulum that 
swings back and forth in like a few seconds. It can take time. It can take months or even 
years to get to a place where you're able to kind of calm down and settle in the middle 
and feel really centered in your relationship with food because when you think about it 
you might have been in the restrictive side of the pendulum for a long time. Maybe you 
had some swings back and forth that were more on a daily basis like restrict e d all day 
and then binged at night or something but your overall mindset was still much more on 
the restrictive side so it was like almost the whole clock was moved over to the side of 
restriction and the pendulum is swinging there. But now the clock is being moved back 
into the middle and you're swinging you know from restriction to bingeing more 
actually in the middle than you were before. But so you know all that is to say it takes 
time and definitely have patience with yourself and give yourself compassion. It also 
really helps keep you stuck in the well in the restrict binge pendulum really when you're 
having judgements about your weight. And it sounds like you are having judgements 
about your weight because you are thinking you do you're doing something wrong 
from having gained some weight or feeling like your cloths are tighter or whatever. 
Those are diet mentality thoughts judgments about your weight in any way is come are 
coming from the diet mentality. We wouldn't have those judgements we wouldn't you 
know if we were in a totally weight inclusive weight neutral society we wouldn't feel like 
oh my god I gained weight I think I'm doing something wrong we'd be like Oh I think 
I've gained weight. The end. Like ok maybe I have to buy some new clothes. Whatever. 
You know it wouldn't be this federal case. It wouldn't be this thing that induces guilt or 
shame or feeling like you did something wrong. If it weren't for diet culture having told 
us we did something wrong if we gained weight and having told us that being in a 
larger body is a bad thing. That's diet culture's belief that doesn't have to be our belief 
and we can do our best to kick that belief to the curb. So I think to the extent that you're 
still feeling stuck in binge mode probably has to do with the mental restriction of 
thinking that your body is of a wrong size. You know there's something wrong with you 
for having gained weight and beating yourself up over that and feeling like you could 
potentially start to be deprived as I've been talking about throughout this episode. You 
know there's this theme that keeps running here through mental deprivation where you 
know you might not think you're doing anything behaviorally to deprive yourself but 
mentally you're putting your body and your brain on high alert for deprivation because 
you're saying to yourself this way that I'm eating is bad and it can't last. And oh I'm bad 
for gaining weight. And this is bad and my body's bad and blah blah blah. You know. 
And so that sends a message that again you're about to have deprivation around the 
corner and better get it all in now. So to the extent that you're still stuck in this binge 
place I think you are still holding on to some deprivation mindset some diet mentality 
and that eradicating that getting rid of that is going to be the key to getting out of this 
continual feeling like you're eating out of control. And also say on a practical level on a 
physical physiological level make sure that you're eating enough and eating often 
enough because you know I'm not sure what modular on but in module 3 I talk about 
eating every few hours so that your hunger doesn't get ravenous and thereby set you 
up for a binge. So in you know people who've been restricted for a really long time and 
have have the diet mentality still simmering in your mind you could think that 
something is enough food or that you're not hungry quote unquote enough to eat you 
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know at a certain time when in fact you are hungry and you're at a low level of hunger 
that is a lot less urgent and feels less out of control than when you get to a level of 
hunger that you've deemed acceptable to eat. But by the time you get to that level of 
hunger you're feeling so indecisive and so hungry and so overwhelmed that you end up 
eating a lot because now you feel really deprived and your body is sending out a lot of 
hunger hormones and you know telling you it's starving. So I think practicing eating at 
lower levels of hunger and eating more frequently and eating more than you would 
have served yourself in your dieting days and allowing yourself to have foods you 
would have you know not served yourself in dieting days like making sure you have 
enough starches and carbohydrates in your meals to keep you full and satisfied I think is 
a really important piece of this journey. So again not sure where you are in the course 
but I think module 3 is going to be really important in terms of you know starting to eat 
at more subtle levels of hunger and then module four is going to be really important in 
terms of making peace with previously off limits foods and allowing yourself to have a 
variety and not deprive yourself of types of foods so you feel more satisfied that way 
too.  
 
Question: [01:54:58] Next question is from Module 1 and the person writes: I'm really 
starting to understand why we have access to this course for the for our lifetime. I 
started working on the course in January but I don't think it really sunk in until recently 
when I went back to doing some restricted eating because I told myself gaining weight 
while doing Intuitive Eating was more uncomfortable than being on a diet. Truth is I still 
believe that I would that I could will my body into a certain size. I have successfully 
stopped weighing myself now truly feel at peace with letting my body what it wants 
and with every fiber in my body know that I will never attempt a weight loss and want to 
commit on this intuitive eating journey. My question is how do I stay motivated and in 
the zone of wanting to work on this intuitive eating journey. I'm doing the exercises in 
the course again listening to your podcast and trying to immerse myself in everything 
you teach. Any advice you have would be great.  
 
Answer: [01:55:46] So yeah that's totally understandable that you would cycle around 
and as I said to someone else earlier in this episode you know relapse is a part of 
recovery it's sort of considered built into the model. Not that everyone has to have a 
relapse when they're recovering. Some people don't and that's great. That's totally 
fine. But for people who do. It's like it's it fits right in with a recovery journey and you 
actually learn a lot. When you cycle back to those behaviors that weren't working for 
you. So I think you're doing great. It sounds like going back through the course and 
immersing yourself in the anti diet world is totally what I recommend. That's awesome. I 
would say also check out you know more more diverse voices in this movement so 
check out books by people like Lindy West and Jes Baker. Jes Baker's first book Things 
No one will tell fat girls is really great. It's got a lot of you know self care tips and stuff in 
it. Her newest book Landwhale I think is great too it's a memoir so it could be a little 
triggering in parts. But I think that's also a possibility. I would also follow fat acceptance 
folks on social media. You know diversify your feed with beautiful images of bodies of 
all different sizes and ability levels and colors and shapes and all that good stuff. I would 
read Vergie Tovar's writing on Ravishingly and Where your voice. Read Ragen Chast a 
in's blog Dances with fat. Check out Sonya Renee Taylor's new book The Body is not an 
Apology. Just immerse yourself in this world you know from different voices and 
different perspectives and different media like books websites social media all that 
good stuff. Basically I would say just stay connected with your reasons for not wanting 
to diet again and connect with a larger body acceptance community so that you can be 
reinforced and supported on this. And if you haven't already joined the Facebook 
group for this course it's a really good place to stay connected also with a community 
that's going on the same journey and that's committed to intuitive eating and ready to 
help you stay the course. If you're not a Facebook user you can actually create just like a 
dummy account with a pseudonym just for this course so that none of your friends and 
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family even know it's you. And you know fill out the form on the course web page to 
become a part of the Facebook group and then will add you and you can be a part of 
that and get daily ongoing support there.  
 
Question: [01:58:01] The next question is from Module 2. I think this might be the 
same person who writes: I can truly say that I've rejected the diet mentality and I know 
with every fiber in my body that I will never attempt weight loss again. However I find 
myself still thinking about food so much. Constantly asking myself if I'm hungry. The 
food thoughts are different because instead of restricting and bingeing I'm honestly 
trying to figure out when I'm hungry what I want to eat how much I want to eat but 
there's still so much food chatter. Will it ever go away.  
 
Answer: [01:58:28] So yeah this is totally normal. Especially if you're the person who 
just asked the last question you've been through a lot in your relationship with food and 
especially recently you've been through a lot. You've really deprived. You know gone 
through this experience of deprivation again and reopened the wounds and the trauma 
of being deprived of food. And so your body is responding to that. Your brain is 
responding to that. You know it is a trauma and it takes some time to adjust. So I would 
give yourself a lot of compassion and time and space to really sink into trusting that 
food is going to be available that you know you get to eat when you're hungry that you 
get to eat what you want as much as you want forever. So I think in a way you want to 
treat yourself like you would a child who's been hurt or stray animal that you rescued 
like I think of the stray cat that we adopted when I was a kid who was so timid and 
scared as she wouldn't even come near us at first. And we put out food for her every 
day and slowly she would like you know creep out and notice us when we were coming 
to bring the food and then she would come up to us when we bring the food down and 
she would you know soon like started kind of sniffing our hand and stuff. Then 
eventually my mom was able to catch her and bring her inside which you know 
probably was another trauma that once she was inside she was kind of scared because 
it was a new environment and she had to get used to it and get used to us all over again. 
But finally she was like once she was adjusted and acclimated. You know we had to be 
so gentle with her we had to give her so much time and space to adjust and she still was 
a pretty timid Kitty. Her whole life. You know we had her from when she was a kitten 
when she wandered into our yard until she was like 16 or 17 was pretty old for a cat. 
And she was always a little skittish. You know she was like very sweet and timid and she 
would kind of come up to you and like look at you like is this OK. You know can I. Can I 
sit in your lap. Can you can you pet me. So she's always a little timid. But you know you 
just reassure her again and again. And she was just the sweetest thing. Like once she 
was reassured once you know petted got you on her lap or got her in your lap she was 
just the most affectionate cat. And still to this day like the most affectionate cat I've ever 
had and I've had so many sweet cats. So you know that's to say like it might take a long 
time to sort of bring yourself in from the cold. You know if you think about your body 
and your brain as like this wounded animal that's had that's gone through a lot. You 
want to really treat yourself kindly and gently and be very sweet to yourself and allow 
yourself to see you know your brain and your body you're probably going to be like Is 
this OK. Can I eat now do. Am I going to get enough. Are you sure. And your job is just 
to reassure yourself that yes there is enough you're getting enough you're allowed to 
have whatever you want. Like it's ok it's ok sweetie you know. And just be really 
compassionate with yourself. So over time the food thoughts really will calm down as 
you start to trust your body's cues and it gets easier to tell what you want. And when. 
Like you know with that stray cat we had she got much more comfortable and was able 
to kind of walk around like she owned the place more once she was acclimated and she 
was still a little bit timid and still occasionally had signs of like having been a stray 
having been a rescue. But eventually she did really acclimate and you know stop feeling 
so skittish around us and around people in general. So that's what's going to happen I 
think with your with your relationship with food too. It's like you may never relate to 
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food like someone who's never gone through this trauma who's never gone through 
chronic dieting and disordered eating or you might you know you might be like be able 
to bounce back like nothing ever happened but you might still have little vestiges of it 
like you still need reassurance now and then that food is available that you're OK. You 
might still need to be you know given a little extra love around your relationship with 
food for a long time. But the urgency and the frequency of the thoughts about food are 
going to dissipate over time and it will get a lot easier to tell you know when you're 
hungry what you like to eat when you're full and all that stuff.  
 
Question: [02:02:25] Next question is from module 12. The person writes: Christy I 
love how you back up what you explain about how diets are B.S. This week I listened 
quietly while a professional acquaintance explained her PET scans to me as part of her 
cancer recovery and how she stopped eating sugar because she believes that quote 
unquote feeds the cancer. She acted like it was common sense since that since a 
chemical and digested and artificially injected behaves one way and naturally will 
exhibit the same properties once digested by the way she is not a doctor or a scientist. 
It sucks that she has had to deal with so much in recovery from cancer. I did call b.s. 
internally on her point of view would you be able to give us the science behind why this 
logic is faulty. Also why are foods like meat and sugar and flour not actually linkable to 
inflammation in the body. And how do you feel about probiotics supplements in the 
case of IBS. I'm working on digesting different newly legal foods and I have had some 
intestinal trouble.  
 
Answer: [02:03:21] Great question. So for the cancer piece the question I will say 
basically all the cells in our body require energy and they get that energy from 
carbohydrates which our body breaks down into glucose a form of sugar called 
glucose. Which is blood sugar. You know when you hear people talk about blood sugar 
that's glucose. Glucose is what our body runs on and we can't function without it for 
very long. So we have some backup mechanisms in our bodies that keep us going in 
cases of famine which I'll come back to shortly.  
 
Answer: [02:03:49] Cancer cells also run on glucose just like our body cells. But 
cancer cells use it and break it down at a higher rate than our regular cells they break 
down and use glucose faster. And they also break it down differently in a way that may 
be more similar to a yeast or bacteria than to normal human cells. And researchers are 
really just now investigating those behaviors of cancer cells and the science is really 
young. So there may be a time you know years in the future maybe decades in the 
future when there are cancer drugs that target cancer cells ability to take glucose from 
our bloodstream and you know a like go after just the cancer cells on that basis. But 
right now we don't have anything any way of doing that. So right now we have people 
you know reading about this young science and mistakenly thinking that they can cut 
off the cancer cells by stopping sugar intake because sugar quote unquote feeds 
cancer. But the problem with that is there's actually no way of cutting off glucose just to 
the cancer cells while keeping it going to normal cells. You remember your normal cells 
need glucose. They run on that and cancer cells also run on glucose but you can't just 
stop the supply to the cancer cells only. So stopping eating sugar or stopping eating 
carbohydrates in general hasn't actually been shown to have any effect on cancer cells 
or on blood glucose in general. And that is because your body is designed never to let 
your blood glucose go below a certain low point. Remember when I said we have 
backup systems in place to keep us going in times of famine. So your body runs on 
glucose it needs it all the time. And so your levels of glucose are really tightly regulated. 
So when you have less sugar or fewer carbohydrates or whatever whether because 
you've decided to cut them out or whether because you're overnight like you're 
sleeping and so you're not eating anything. Your body is still making its own glucose. 
It's either mobilizing glycogen in the muscles and turning it into glucose using it for 
glucose or it's making new glucose in the liver. So either way there's a really robust 
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backup system in place and there's going to be a pretty consistent amount of glucose in 
your bloodstream that then the cancer cells are going to use if they're there. So you 
know we require glucose to run and so do cancer cells and there's no way around it. 
You can't starve your cancer cells away with just cutting out sugar.  
 
Answer: [02:06:07] As for your question about inflammatory foods so-called 
inflammatory foods. Inflammation has become the latest bogeyman in chronic disease 
because it's been found to be associated with many health conditions like heart disease 
and Type 2 diabetes and certain types of cancer. So because of that correlation many 
medical professionals have begun to treat inflammation as though it causes disease and 
in some circles like in alternative medicine worlds reducing inflammation via 
supposedly antiinflammatory foods has started to be seen as a panacea for treating and 
preventing disease. The problem with that is that it's not actually borne out by the 
science. So to date we know that targeting inflammation through food has not actually 
been shown to be of value in preventing or slowing the development of either disease 
or of chronic inflammation. So remember we don't know that inflammation actually 
causes disease. We just know that they're associated and that inflammation might be 
part of the disease process for certain diseases but that is not necessarily the cause it's 
maybe just a symptom. And then we also know that there's no such thing there's no 
foods that have been shown to reduce inflammation or reduce chronic disease like in 
and of themselves. No food has definitively definitively been shown to have 
antiinflammatory effects on the human body even if some components in the food 
theoretically do in isolation. So just like your question about you know how something 
responds in a lab or as a chemical versus how it responds in the human body. It's the 
same thing with a so-called antiinflammatory foods like they haven't been shown to 
have the effects that they're speculated to have in isolation they haven't been shown to 
have those effects in the human body. And by the way I've also been looking through 
the research that shows an association between certain patterns like larger patterns of 
eating and biomarkers of inflammation because there have been studies that have 
shown an association with like the Mediterranean diet pattern seems to be associated 
with lower inflammation or whatever. And most of those studies though this is very 
important. Most of them don't control for three huge confounding variables income, 
education, and race. That's like public health 101 really those variables are so important 
to control for because of course people who are more likely to have a more 
Mediterranean style dietary pattern or whatever the researchers define as quote 
unquote healthy eating are also more likely to be wealthier more highly educated 
white. And you know those characteristics are independently associated with better 
health outcomes and also with lower levels of inflammation. So most of these studies 
don't control for all three things only a certain small percentage less than half control for 
one of those things and almost none of them like 5 percent of the ones that I looked at 
control for income education and race all three. So there's a lot of confounding going 
on in these studies that show like oh eating you know a certain way like lots of fruits and 
vegetables whatever seems to be associated with lower levels of inflammation it's like 
that's great except that probably the people can afford to eat more fruits and 
vegetables are also the people who you know are more or wealthier higher 
socioeconomic status higher education levels and those things are independently 
associated with better health outcomes. So what are we really learning about the 
dietary pattern? Probably not much. And of course on the flip side we know that being 
stigmatized for your race or having lower socioeconomic status being stigmatized for 
your body size for that matter raises your risk of inflammation and your risk of disease. 
So research that purports to show that a certain way of eating is associated with lower 
levels of inflammation is really useless if it doesn't control for those things that would be 
confounding variables.  
 
Answer: [02:09:56] And finally to your point about probiotics for digestion. There 
there's some mixed evidence it seems like maybe probiotics can be helpful in digestive 
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discomfort like bloating and gas and things like that. Some studies have shown that 
probiotics seem to be helpful. There's really no harm in taking them there hasn't been 
harm shown unless it's people who have weakened immune systems can sometimes 
have an adverse reaction to probiotics. But if you're someone who is in generally good 
health you don't have like HIV or AIDS or something like that or you're not elderly then 
it is you know there's no harm that's been shown to taking probiotics so I think you 
might as well try if you are having some digestive discomfort. But again you know these 
foods in and of themselves are not quote unquote inflammatory or antiinflammatory like 
you can't change your levels of inflammation by what you eat. But I think the more 
important thing for chronic inflammation well A to know that chronic inflammation is 
not necessarily the culprit or the cause of any chronic disease. It might just be a 
symptom and B that the things that are most highly associated with inflammation are 
things like weight stigma and psychological distress. And you know having money 
issues and having issues with your spouse and things like that like psychological things 
that cause stress in the body. And so you know for my money I'm really going to say like 
working on those things working on helping yourself having self care and having 
support around your mental health. And you know recovering from weight stigma goes 
a lot longer way towards helping prevent chronic diseases than eating a certain way 
does. So that is my answer for that.  
 
Question: [02:11:38] The same person asks in module 12. Thanks a lot. And I'm 
working on finding affordable medical care too. But there don't seem to be any health 
at every size doctors in my part of Texas. I reached out to your admin specialist for a 
referral as you suggested in a previous Q and A. But there are no options that worked. If 
you can recommend any fat activists with medical guides on how to advocate for 
oneself at the doctor's office that would be great. As you know the doctor I saw did not 
let me opt out of the scale when I asked when I used a gentle approach.  
 
Answer: [02:12:06] So yeah I'm really sorry you weren't able to find anyone. 
Sometimes in certain parts of the country Health at Every Size Providers can definitely 
be hard to come by. But Ragen Chastain has a great doctor's office Survival Guide. On 
her blog Dances with fat you could just Google Ragen Chastain doctor's office survival 
guide it should probably come up. I'll also put the link to that and the show notes for 
this Q and A episode on the course website. Some of her tips include things like asking 
what would you tell a thin person with the same condition. You know she's usually says 
first like OK so do thin people get this condition? Great. What would you tell them if 
they had this condition. And can we do that for me. You know she also says something 
like please provide me with evidence based medicine. And explaining that diet culture 
and that dieting is not evidence based medicine. That we know that diets don't work in 
the long term. That intentional weight loss is not something that's going to be effective 
for you. And so what is actual evidence based medicine that you can try.  
 
Answer: [02:13:05] You also have every right to refuse to be weighed and you know I 
think when you use the gentle approach and they didn't let you you might have to be a 
little bit firmer set clear boundaries next time and if they push on it you can tell them you 
know I know you probably need to have something to put in your chart so please just 
write refused in the weight section. I really don't want to give you a weight. Like I'm I'm 
not going to do it because you can say to like stepping on the scale is really detrimental 
to my mental health. I struggle with disordered eating I'm recovering from an eating 
disorder. I hope you understand that I'm just not able to do it. So you can be clear you 
can be firm and you can share a little bit of something about your own medical history 
that should hopefully help them understand like OK. You know for me also my 
experience like most doctors don't want to exacerbate people's mental health 
conditions. If you tell them that you have a mental health condition oftentimes they're 
going to step off because they think OK that's not my domain. They have a therapist to 
help them deal with that. I don't want to do anything that's going to adversely affect 
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this person's mental health. So I think you know playing the mental health card can 
actually be really helpful in interactions with fat phobic doctors or nurses or other 
medical professionals.  
 
Answer: [02:14:17] You can also tell them that you've read research showing that 
weight stigma is actually a huge health risk factor bigger than eating patterns in fact and 
that most or all of the adverse health outcomes seen in larger bodied people can be 
explained by weight stigma and therefore you know you find it really stigmatizing to 
step on the scale and you feel like it is triggering weight stigma in you that can 
adversely affect your health. And so again you know please don't make me do this kind 
of thing. So I hope that helps. I'll link to Ragen Chastain's guide in the show notes as 
well I think that's a really good resource.  
 
Question: A lright are getting towards the end here just a couple more questions to 
go. Three more questions to go. Next question is from module 4. The person writes: My 
brother is a personal trainer has a kinesiology degree as well as a few nutrition courses. 
Therefore he is seen as the health guru in my family. He trains athletes as well as non 
athletes and will give a nutritional give nutritional counseling to his clients. He feels 
proud when he quote unquote helps people lose weight. I've gained a considerable 
amount of weight since starting intuitive eating and I'm always afraid he is judging me 
for it. He doesn't. He hasn't actually mentioned anything to me as he is pretty good at 
minding his own business but I still am scared he's judging me every time I see him. I 
have even more issues with my mom who's been thin all of her life and has always tried 
to be quote unquote healthy by eating well and exercising. Apparently my dad also 
said some really fat phobic things to her in the past. And I think she took them to heart. 
Since I have gained weight Sunday suppers with my family haven't been as enjoyable 
because I'm scared I'm being judged and I feel like everyone is watching what and how 
much I am eating which may or may not be true. Because my brother is apparently so 
knowledgeable about weight health and exercise and has reinforced the diet mentality 
and fat phobia in my family. I don't feel comfortable talking to them about intuitive 
eating or health at every size. I'm very close to my mom and I've always talked to her 
about personal issues she used to be a guidance counselor so she's a pretty good 
listener. So I'm finding it challenging not to be talking to her about this. Any tips on how 
to make Sunday Suppers more enjoyable again.  
 
Answer: [02:16:18] Yes. So I'm sending compassion your way. This is so tough and 
families can be really challenging with this kind of stuff. I would say you know one thing 
to do is maybe talk to your mom about this privately like let her know that you're 
pursuing a different path to health. Share that you've struggled with disordered eating 
and you know see how that lands and see if she's open to hearing about your recovery 
without judgment because it sounds like she's a pretty good non-judgemental listener 
in general and so she might be willing to have this conversation with you in private. Not 
with your brother and the rest of the family there. Also I would say can you ask that 
there be a moratorium on any discussion around food weight and exercise at the dinner 
table. Like you know just blanket statement like I really would like to not talk about 
these topics. I know that might seem like a lot given your brother's profession but you 
could explain to them that in general this kind of talk is counterproductive to your own 
health journey and you don't want to hear about it or it's you know it's harming your 
mental health or something. You can tell the rest of your family that you're recovering 
from disordered eating if you feel comfortable and again you know as I said before in 
the question I was answering about going to the doctor you know a lot of people when 
they hear that someone struggling with a mental health issue might be like OK you 
know I'm in a let them handle that I'm not going to you know it's like people want to 
comment on physical health a lot more than they want to comment on mental health in 
general. I mean oftentimes you do have people commenting on mental health to being 
like well just buck up you know. Or just all you got to do is just eat or whatever and it's 
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like OK you don't really understand this but if you kind of emphasize again like play the 
mental health card be like well this is a mental health issue. I struggle with disordered 
eating. I struggle with my mental health in this way and I'm working on it. And I've got 
something that works for me but y'all are messing it up. When you talk about this stuff. 
It might be a good way to get them to simmer down about it. You know. And I would 
say just put in your mind even though you know you might not want to share this with 
them but just to kind of give you a little bit of solidarity and strength as you go into this 
situation. A degree in kinesiology and being a personal trainer with a few nutrition 
courses definitely doesn't qualify someone as a nutrition expert and the kind of dieting 
that he's prescribing is the exact same thing as every other diet. You know the ones that 
fail 95 to 98 percent of the time. And so you know it's not actually helping people 
which I think you know you probably know that. And it sounds like from your question 
you do. And this is certainly not to denigrate your brother who I'm sure is a great 
person. But you know just to give you permission not to listen to him and reassurance 
that he's not the nutrition guru that your family sees him.  
 
Question: [02:19:03] Next question is from the same person from Module 4 and they 
write: I was eating a food from my quote unquote off limits list. And I noticed says I was 
preparing the food that I was feeling quite anxious I was feeling scared of eating it 
because in the past I associated this food with weight gain and I guess I still associated 
with weight gain which is why I was feeling anxious about it. Because of this anxiety I 
wasn't able to enjoy the food as much. Is this common. And will the anxiety go away 
with time.  
 
Answer: [02:19:27] So yeah this is totally common. That's one of the ways in which 
diet culture steals your pleasure is by making you feel anxious about food and think it's 
going to make you gain weight and then make you think all kinds of bad things about 
what happens when you gain weight and therefore the anxiety really steals your ability 
to be present in the moment and to enjoy the food and to you know take pleasure in all 
the nuances of the flavors and the textures and all that stuff. So it's very common. It will 
definitely go away in time. You know as you practice letting go of judgments about 
food making peace with all foods letting go of the diet mentality and all that stuff it 
really starts to dissipate these anxious thoughts about particular kinds of foods. But you 
might notice on your list of you know in module 4 the list you made of foods that you 
have difficulty with and you're going up the level of difficulty. Is there a level where you 
don't feel anxious about the foods you know because maybe that level of anxiety is just 
indicative of a food that's a little bit harder for you a little bit more fraught and there are 
other foods that you can make peace with sooner that you're like you don't have that 
feeling about. And so you know OK if I did it with this food I can also do it with that 
food. You know if I can if I can do it with this and master that level of difficulty then I can 
also up the ante and get to a higher level of difficulty and master that one too. I would 
also say breaking down the diet mentality that associates this food with weight gain is 
going to be a huge key to letting it go to letting go of that anxiety. And so circling back 
to module two as much as you need to do those exercises and to you know just call out 
the diet mentality in your own mind and talk back to it is a really good way to practice 
and to get used to challenging those thoughts and interrupting of thoughts so that they 
don't just become auto you know that they're not automatic. And eventually the 
challenging and interrupting of those thoughts is going to create a new kind of 
automatic thought which is the non diet thought the anti diet thought. You know the 
actually health promoting thought so working on breaking down the diet mentality is a 
huge key to healing from this and just know that it takes time takes patience and self 
compassion. All of the things we've been practicing in the course but it definitely will 
go away.  
 
Question: [02:21:43] And then finally a question from the general file wooo my voice 
is getting tired too. The person says: hi Christy. I have a question about beverages. 
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Quite recently I had a lightning bolt revelation that I used coffee and tea to distract 
myself from eating or thinking about eating. I average about 5 cups of coffee and two 
teas a day all with a dash of milk. I have this gut feeling that it's really stopping me from 
moving further with Intuitive eating. My question is how do I approach this issue. I 
would like to reduce this habit but I feel overwhelmed when I think about not having 
coffee throughout the day. Thanks for your help.  
 
Answer: [02:22:14] So yeah this is such a common disordered eating pattern and that 
really is a super high level of caffeine intake and it sounds like your gut is really right on 
this your intuition is right you know that level of caffeine intake is keeping you from 
moving further with Intuitive eating because it can really interfere with listening to your 
body's signals. It can also cause stomach problems unlike pain or like digestive 
discomfort acid reflux which sometimes makes you feel like you're full and not hungry. 
But it can also interfere with sleep which is a huge piece of self care too. So you know 
there's definitely a number of self care benefits to consider for reducing your intake of 
coffee and of caffeine in general although you definitely don't have to give it up 
completely. So you know you can absolutely still have it you don't have to feel deprived 
of it it's just a matter of you know re configuring your relationship with it. So I would aim 
to reduce it gradually say like you can go from five cups a day to four and a half and then 
four and then three and then three you know just over a period of many weeks step 
yourself down from the level of coffee that you're having now so that you don't feel 
deprived and also so that you don't get headaches from caffeine withdrawal cause 
that's definitely a thing to be considered you know to consider. You know and again I 
would say be mindful of the feelings of deprivation that come up for you as you 
gradually decrease the coffee. You could also try switching one cup to decaf and then a 
while later go to two cups of decaf or whatever and eventually phase out having you 
know those cups of decaf so that you just have a few cups of regular coffee a day and as 
you gradually decrease the coffee intake you can then add a few snacks where you 
normally would have had a cup of coffee because that's a great way to like you know 
coffee sometimes people take a coffee break. So having a snack break is a great way to 
still give yourself a break and to have something pleasurable just like you know the 
pleasure that you get from coffee you can have that pleasure in a delicious snack. Only 
now it's actually something that will help you get used to tuning into your body's food 
needs instead of turning away from them and ignoring them so replacing a few cups of 
coffee with a snack I think is a really great idea for tuning back into your body and still 
giving yourself that pleasure that you deserve.  
 
Christy Harrison: [02:24:31] So that is it for this episode of The Monthly Q and the 
May 2018 edition. I'll be back again next month in the June edition and remember that 
we're going to do it a little bit later next month probably in the second week of June. 
Like the end of the second week I would imagine and so you can have a little bit longer 
to get your questions and just get them into me by June 5th and I'll answer them for 
next month's episode. So thanks for listening and I'm wishing you all a great month and 
see you very soon. Bye.  
 


